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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
Emotions color every moment of our
are, they

seem

lifes.

to elude a clear definition.

Yet as familiar

as

emotions

The question of definition has been

a matter of considerable debate. Emotions
have been defined in terms of

subjective experience, physiological processes,
emotional expressions, and
social constructions to

resulted in an

name only

a few. This diversity of definition has

amalgam of research and

theories

where the terms

"affect",

"emotion", "emotional expression", and "emotional experience"
are often

used interchangeably. Unfortunately, the continued confusion of terms
has
obstructed the study of emotional development and the understanding of

emotions in general.
This confusion however

is

understandable. Emotions are not simple

phenomena. They involve physiological processes, expressive and motor
behavior, and subjective feeling states, but cannot be defined by any one of
these alone. Rather a complete definition of emotion
all

must take

into account

three of these components: the physiological processes that occur in the

brain and the nervous system, the observable expressive pattern of emotion,

and the subjective experience or perception of the emotional
1977).

1

state (Izard,

There

is

also a wide range of scientific opinions
regarding the role and

importance of emotion.

Some

scientists

maintain that emotions are

unnecessary for the science of behavior (Skinner,
1953). Others argue that

emotions disrupt and disorganize behavior and are frequently
a source of

human problems

(Breuer

& Freud,

1895). Still others argue that emotions

play an important motivational role. The proponents of
these so-called
"Functionalist Theories" emphasize the adaptive role of emotions
and

propose that emotions motivate, guide, and sustain behavior (Barrett

Campos, 1987; Campos
Goldsmith

& Stenberg,

& Barrett,

&

1984; Campos, Barrett, Lamb,

1983; Izard, 1977, 1978; Izard

& Malatesta,

1987).

The purpose of the
aim of this research

The observable
young

is

present study
to

examine

is

not to

in detail

these broad issues.

settle

The

one component of the emotions:

affective and behavioral expressions of

emotion displayed by

infants.

In the past

few

years,

methods of identifying

Friesen, 1978; Izard, 1979; Izard

facial expressions

& Dougherty,

(Ekman

&

1980), vocal patterns

(Scherer, 1982), gaze (Exline, 1982), and behavior (Gianino, 1985) have

been developed. These methods have been crucial
expression of emotion in infancy.

Most

2

in the study of the

researchers

however have focused

on

facial expressions

and few have looked

vocalizations, or gestures that

may be

behaviors such as gaze,

part of the expression of emotion.

Recently several researchers (Hyson

& Michalson,

at other

,

1983;

Hyson

& Izard,

1984; Lewis

1982; Malatesta, 1981) have argued for an expanded
definition

of emotional expression.

Malatesta (1981) for instance has proposed that

emotional expressions are

"tripartite

expressions,

complexes" composed of facial

body postures and movements, and expressive

Lewis and Michalson (1982),

too, argue that

it is

vocalizations.

neccessary to examine a

broader range of emotion-relevant behavior. However, few empirical
attempts have been

made

to identify emotion-relevant behaviors

and

to

determine the relation between facial expressions and these behaviors.

The present study
particularly

is

guided by the functionalist theoretical perspective,

by the notion

aims of the study are

that

1) to

infants respond affectively

emotions motivate and guide behavior. The

provide a detailed picture of how 6-month-old

and behaviorally

face-to-face interactions; 2) to

examine

to

normal and abnormal

the relation

between

facial

expressions and behavior; and 3) to empirically corroborate the hypothesis
that

emotions organize and guide behavior by evaluating

facial expressions

if

young

and behavior systematically co-occur and

predictable ways.

3

infants'

are related in

To avoid some

of the confusion inherent in

an attempt has been made
study.

The term

encompassing

"affect"

all

is

use emotional terms consistently throughout
the

used in a global sense.

refers to specific

term

The term "emotional expression"

is

It is

viewed

as

emotions such as joy, anger, sadness,

expressions and any behaviors that infants
latter

in this area,

emotions and denotes a wide range of feeling
experiences.

The term "emotion"
or interest.

to

much of the work

further distinguished

Whether emotional expressions

is

may

defined in terms of facial

use to express emotions. The

from subjective emotional experiences.

as defined

by

facial expressions

and

emotion-relevant behaviors should be equated with internal emotional

experience remains a controversial issue, but not one examined in the present
study.

The

Functionalist Theories of Emotion

Emotional Expressions Are Innate and Adaptive Communicative Signals

Much of the research on emotional expression in infancy has been

done by

the proponents of the Functionalist Theories of Emotion. These authors

propose that the expression of certain emotions are innate and universal
(Barrett

Ekman

& Campos,
& Friesen,

1978; Izard

1987;

Campos

& Barrett,

1982; Ekman, Sorensen,

& Malatesta,

1987).

1984;

Campos

& Friesen,

They argue

that in the

et al., 1983;

1969; Izard, 1977,

absence of language

emotional expressions constitute the

infant's

primary means of

communication. Hence emotional expressions are
perceived

as critical to the

survival of infants since they allow the infants
to signal their emotional states

and needs
to

to their caregivers. Since

have evolved

learning

is

emotional expressions are hypothesized

meet survival needs, these authors propose

to

that

no

necessary for the production or reception of emotional

expressions, although these expressions can later be modified
through

experience and social interaction.

Some
and

empirical research indicate that the

interpret their

diverse cultures

meaning

show

states.

non-Western cultures and

recognized joy,

in part

based on innate

express emotions

factors.

People of

a great deal of similarity in the facial expressions they

use to convey emotional

facial expressions of

is

way humans

For instance, when adults from Western and

preliterate tribes

emotion expressed

were asked

to identify a series of

in photographs, they reliably

interest, anger, fear, disgust,

and surprise and had

little

trouble displaying these emotions themselves (Darwin, 1872/ 1965;

& Friesen,

1972;

Ekman et

al.,

1969).

Another argument for the importance of innate factors
expression

is

that the capacity for

in

such expression develops

expressions of interest, distress, and disgust are present
birth (Izard, 1978).

Ekman

emotional

early. Facial

at or shortly after

Components of the smiling response can be observed
5

in neonates during

social smile

REM sleep (Emde, Gaensbauer, & Harmon,

emerges sometime between

facial expression of sadness at

McGinnes,

& Dougherty,

3

1976).

The

and 6 weeks (Wolff, 1966), the

about 3 to 4 months (Izard, Huebner,
Risser,

1980), and the facial expression of anger at

approximately 4 months (Stenberg

& Campos,

1983). These expressions

closely resemble adult facial expressions of
emotion. Oster (1978) has

demonstrated that nearly
facial expressions

the

all

component muscle-movement units of adult

can be identified

in the facial

movements of both

premature and full-term infants and that these facial movements
are

remarkably well defined and discriminable.
Izard (1977, 1978) proposes that emotions emerge as they

adaptive in the

life

become

of the infant and that each has a unique function crucial to

survival and healthy development. Emotional expressions are social signals
that are particularly important in the infant-caregiver relationship. For

instance, the distress cry

sadness

tells

is

a

demand

the caregiver that all

is

the caregiver's

own

may

infant's expression of

may need help

to

remove

infant's expression of interest

interest in the infant

facial expression of joy

may

The

The

not well. The facial expression of disgust

signals to the caregiver that the infant

substance from the mouth.

for help.

and

a distasteful

may engage

in the baby's activities.

And

the

serve as an invitation to social interaction and

help to strengthen the caregiver-infant bond.

The capacity

to recognize

and discriminate the emotional expressions
of

parents and others also develops early.
Meltzoff and
that

lip

3-week old

Moore (1977)

reported

infants can imitate the "facial gestures"
of tongue protusion,

pout, and open mouth. Field and her colleagues
(Field,

Greenberg, Garcia,

& Collins,

Woodson, Cohen,

1983; Field, Woodson, Greehberg,

1982) extended these findings by indicating that neonates are
able
model's facial expressions of happiness, surprise, and sadness.

& Cohen,
to imitate a

Less

controversial studies using habituation- recovery procedures
indicate that
infants, 3

months or

older,

can discriminate the

anger, sadness, and sometimes surprise even

posed by strangers (Barrera
Parisi, 1976;

& Maurer,

facial expressions of joy,

when

these expressions are

1981; LaBarbera, Izard, Vietze,

Young-Browne, Rosenfeld,

& Horowitz,

&

1977).

Other evidence that infants discriminate the emotional expressions of
adults

comes from

the face-to-face literature.

asked mothers of 3 -month-old infants
simulate depression.

The

infants'

Conn and Tronick (1983)

to either

behave normally or

to

behavior was found to be quite different

under the two conditions. Under the normal condition, infants spent the
largest proportion of their time playing, gazing at the mother,

and looking

away. Under the depressed condition the infants showed almost no play

and spent most of
distress,

their time cycling

and look away.

7

among

the states of wariness, protest,

Although the findings by Cohn and Tronick
suggest
sensitive to

data

may

that infants are

and can discriminate the emotional expressions
of others, these

reflect the infants' reaction to disruptions
or violations of their

expectations concerning social interactions. Tronick
and his colleagues for
instance have demonstrated that infants react negatively

display an unresponsive stillface (Tronick,

Adamson, Wise,

Brazelton, 1975). Similarly, Wolff (1963) has

become upset when

their

shown

and react

emotional patterns (Lelwica

Als,

mothers

&

that infants protest

Two

and

other studies, however, suggest

differentially to different expressive

& Haviland,1983;

Termine

& Izard,

Lelwica and Haviland asked mothers of 10-week-old infants
facially

their

mothers tease them by repeatedly playing with

them, walking away, and returning.
that infants discriminate

when

and vocally three emotions

-

1988).

to act out

anger, sadness, and happiness.

authors found that the infants responded in different

emotional expressions and that they were able

ways

The

to the mothers'

to differentiate

between the

expressions of anger and sadness. Specifically, the infants responded with

anger

to the

mothers' expression of anger but not to the mothers' expression

of sadness. Similarly, Termine and Izard found that 9-month-old infants

expressed more joy, looked longer at their mothers, and engaged in more
play behavior during a joy condition than during a sadness condition. The
infants

showed more

sadness, anger, gaze aversion, and less play in the

8

sadness condition. These findings indicate
that infants are able to
discriminate between emotional expressions,
and that maternal

ej

lead to differential emotional reactions in
infants.

Emotions Motivate an d Guide Interpersonal Behavior

The

findings that

young

infants express emotions

and discriminate

the

emotional expressions of others provided the empirical background
necessary for the formulation of the Functionalist Theories of
Emotion
(Barrett

& Campos,

Izard, 1978; Izard

is

that

1987;

Campos

& Malatesta,

& Barrett,

1987).

The

1984; Campos, et

al.,

1983;

central premise of these theories

emotions are the fundamental motivators of both interpersonal and

intrapersonal behavior.

Supporting evidence for the

first

premise, that the emotions of one person

can motivate and guide the interpersonal behavior of another, comes from
recent research

on

the social referencing

phenomenon (Campos

1981; Feinman, 1982; Klinnert, Campos, Sorce, Emde,

This research shows that infants use their parents'

& Stenberg,

& Svejda,

facial, vocal,

1983).

and gestural

emotional expressions to help them understand ambiguous events and

to

guide their behavior. For instance, infants faced with an apparent visual

drop in height will look

at their

mothers and use

their mothers' facial

emotional expressions to determine whether or not to cross the visual

9

cliff.

Sorce and his colleagues varied the mothers'
facial emotional expressions and

found

that

(Sorce,

no

infant crossed the visual cliff

Emde, Campos,

& Klinnert,

when

1981).

On

the

mother posed a fear face

the other hand, if the

mothers posed a joy face, 15 out of the 19 infants
crossed.

posed an anger face only 11% of the

infants crossed,

When the

whereas

75%

mothers

crossed

when

the mothers displayed a facial expression of
interest. Similarly, the

facial

emotional expressions of adults other than the parents can regulate

infants' behavior.

moving toy
face than

For instance, infants tend

significantly

when

more when

to

approach an ambiguous

a familiarized female adult poses a joy

she poses a fear face (Klinnert et

al.,

1983). This research

indicates not only that infants distinguish between facial expressions but
that

they also

The

know

the

meaning of these expressions.

social referencing

affective

meaning

phenomenon

refers to

to another with respect to

one person communicating

an object or event. Research on

the face-to-face interactions of mothers and infants suggests that maternal
affect can also directly influence infant behavior. In

Cohn and Tronick's

(1983), Lelwica and Haviland's (1983), and Termine and Izard's (1988)
studies, described earlier, the mothers' simulation of depression or acting out

of various emotions influenced the infants' behavior. The negative emotional
expressions of the mothers in
infants' social

Cohn and

Tronick's study decreased the

behavior and increased protest, withdrawal, and distress

1

0

behaviors. Furthermore, Gianino
(1982) has found that infants respond
differently

when

their

mothers interact normally and when they are
asked

remain emotionally unavailable and unresponsive.
Infants are

more

likely to

engage

to

significantly

in self-comforting behaviors, to protest,
to attempt to

distance themselves from the mother, and to try to
redirect their attention

away from

the

mother

to objects

when

the mothers are still-faced than

when

they are interacting normally.

Emotions Motivate and Guide Tntrapersonal Behavior
Emotional processes are crucial for appraising the meaning of events and
for the motivation

assumption

it is

and guidance of subsequent behavior. To understand

first

this

necessary to clarify what the functionalist theorists

believe constitutes an emotion. Barrett and

Campos (1987) propose

that

emotions are characterized by seven innate but variant features: "1)
Particular types of appreciations regarding the significance of ongoing

event-organism encounters; 2) the goals that these
appreciations typically regard; 3) particular action tendencies;
4) particular vocalic quality/intonation patterns; 5) particular patterns of
facial

movement;

6) particular physiological patterns; and, 7) particular

adaptive functions" (Barrett

& Campos,

1

1

1987, p. 561).

There are three main things
individuals.

The

first

that

make

events meaningful or significant to

source of meaning has a biological origin.
People do

not need to learn the significance of certain
events because they concern
biologically prewired survival goals. Neonates'
acceptance of sweet

gustatory substances and rejection of bitter substances

is

an example of this

type of significance (Lipsitt, 1979). The survival value
of these responses

appears to be clear since edible substances are frequently sweet
whereas
unripe or poisonous substances are often

bitter.

The second source of meaning comes from

Campos and Barrett emphasize

social communication.

in particular the role another person's

emotional reactions play in shaping

infants' behavioral

responses to events. They argue that infants

may

and affective

well be biologically

prepared to respond to more experienced person's affective interpretations
of events and that another person's emotional responses

may endow

virtually

any event with significance.

The

third source of significance refers to the relation

the person's ongoing goals.

Campos and

built-in biological significance

a person's

Barrett argue that events with

can aquire meaning only

if

welcome

to a person

whose goal

1

2

is

to

go

different

An unexpected

skiing,

no

they are related to

ongoing goals. Thus the same event may have very

significance for individuals with differing goals.
will be

between events and

snowfall

unwelcome

to the

individual

who

has to shovel his or her driveway

when

the goal

is

time for work, and have no significance for
the person whose goal

to arrive

on

to stay

is

inside all day. Similarly, the sight of a bottle
will have different significance

for a hungry

baby than

for an infant

who

is

happily playing. The bottle

implies facilitation of the hungry baby's goal, whereas

it

may imply

thwarting of the playing baby's goal.

The process by which an event

acquires meaning for the individual

is

called "appreciation". This term conveys Barrett's and Campos'
conviction
that the cognitive processes involved

sophisticated.

abstraction:

The

need not be conscious,

sophistication of processing

From the

may

range from sensation to

simple detection that a substance

understanding that a snowfall will

make

important feature of an appreciation

is

skiing

it is

is

sweet to the

more enjoyable. The

that emotional

significance has been added to an event as

deliberate, or

meaning or

being processed and as

it

relates to the individual's goal.

Individuals also "appreciate" the extent to which their goals are achievable

and

how

successful they are in pursuing them. For individuals to achieve

their goals they

must continuously seek environmental information

that

is

relevant to their goals. In this sense the person's goals influence cognitive

processes because these goals "help tune the organism to the environmental

information that

is

most relevant

to the

1

3

organism

at the time,

and influence

the selection of information

from the perceptual world,

and processing of information once
1983,

784).

p.

Thus events

it

as well as the flow

has been detected" (Campos,

et al.,

are evaluated in terms of an individual's
goal and

invested with emotional meaning or significance

if

they are appreciated as

relevant to the individual's goal.

The process of appreciation

serves an organizing function.

The

appreciation of the significance of events gives rise to specific
emotions.
Different emotions reflect differences in appreciation or differences
in the

comparison between the person's goal and

situational state (the extent to

which the goal appears achievable). Thus Barrett and Campos propose
infants experience joy

obtainable, anger

sadness

when

it is

when

when

their appreciation indicates that a goal

the goal

is

infant will continue to

remove

the obstacle that

infant will

abandon the

Campos
though

obstructed and difficult to achieve, and

is

and physiological responses. Thus the

engage the goal, the angry infant

making

goal.

course of development specific goals

cognitive skills arise. Thus, although a

development

-

will attempt to

the goal difficult to achieve, and the sad

argues that the relation of events to goals

in the

is

perceived as unattainable. These emotions motivate

specific behavioral, facial, vocalic,

happy

that

such as the

may

may change and new

number of things

infant's ability to appreciate

1

4

be invariant even

will

change during

new organism

-

environment
the

relations, the

development of new

relation

span.

strategies for enacting action tendencies

between goals and appreciation remains

-

the

invariant across the life

A summary of Campos' hypothesized relations between goals,

appreciations,

Table

development of new goals and appreciations,
and

and action tendencies for four emotions

is

presented in

I.

The Mutual Regulation Model

The Mutual Regulation Model (MRM; Gianino, 1985, 1988; Gianino
Tronick ,1988; Tronick, 1980; Tronick, 1982; Tronick
integrates

and extends Campos' and

model examines

& Gianino,

&

1986)

Izard's theoretical perspectives.

The

the development and organization of infant skills for

regulating and coping with social interactions.

A major contention of the

MRM is that the caregiver and infant jointly regulate their interactions by
responding to each other's behavioral and affective displays (Tronick, 1980).

The
their

MRM proposes that infants have two main goals

-

the regulation of

exchanges with the external environment, and the regulation of their

physiological and affective states (See also Sander, 1975,1977).
evaluate

how

The

infants

successful they are in achieving these goals. This appreciation

1

5

TABLE

1

The Relation Between Emotions, Goals,
Appreciation, and Action
lendencies as Hypothesized by Campos.

Emotion

Joy

Goal

Any

significant

objective

Appreciation

Action Tendency

Goal

Approach

perceived or
predicted to be
is

attained

Anger

Same

as

above

Perception

of,

or

Active forward

anticipation of, an

movement, espe-

obstacle to attain-

cially to eliminate

ment of

obstacles

goal; perception of obstacle

as not easily remo-

vable

Sadness

Securing or
maintaining an

Perception of the
goal as unattainable

passive withdrawal

Disengagement;

engagement with
an animate or an
inanimate object
Interest

Engagement or

Perception that

Receptor orienta-

involvement in a

information

tation; processing

task or event

potentially relevant
to

1

any goal

6

is

of information

leads to an emotion which in turn
motivates and guides the infants'

subsequent affective and behavioral displays.

The

MRM proposes that the infants' facial expressions and behaviors are

social signals that permit infants to

and goals. To achieve

communicate

to the caregiver their

their interactive goals, infants

can employ a

needs

set of

behaviors referred to as Other-Directed Regulatory
Behaviors. These
behaviors can be social or nonsocial. The primary
distinction between social

and nonsocial behaviors
looking

at the

is

the infant's orientation

mother or exploring

-

whether the infant

is

objects. Infants can also signal their

caregiver by vocalizing, gesturing, and/or by using facial expressions
(See

Appendix

To

A for further details on these behaviors).

achieve their goal of internal regulation, or affective and physiological

homeostasis, infants can use a set of behaviors referred to as Self-Directed

Regulatory Behaviors. These behaviors primarily function to decrease the
infants' attention to distressing stimuli

and

interactions. Brazelton

and his

colleagues further hypothesize that infants use these behaviors to reduce the

from excitement, and

intensity of interactions, to recover

to process

information received during interactions (Brazelton, Koslowski,
1974).

According

to Brazelton, infants

have four

coping with stressful interactions. In addition

to

communicative displays by expressing negative

1

7

& Main,

strategies available for

being able to signal with
affect, infants

can withdraw

from the mother by arching, turning, or
shrinking away; they can
mother by pushing her away with hands and

feet;

reject the

or they can decrease their

perceptual receptivity by falling asleep or
looking without seeing. Gianino

(1982) found two additional self-regulatory strategies.
Infants confronted
with their mother acting stillfaced attempted to
self-comfort by sucking,
rocking, or self-clasping.
the interaction
in the

by

They

also attempted to distance themselves
from

redirecting their attention

away from

surrounding environment (See Appendix

A

the

mother

to objects

for further details

on the

infants' self-directed regulatory behaviors).

Since the infants' appraisal

and behavior, they are able

to

is

expressed through their affective displays

communicate

their evaluation of the

interaction to their partner and thereby guide their caregiver's behavior.

Both other and self-directed regulatory behaviors have communicative or
signal value. In conjunction with the context in

convey information
emotional

state,

to the caregiver concerning the infant's goals, needs,

and direction of

example, communicate

and

that they

mean

would

action. Positive affect

to caregivers that infants are

like

it

message, they

and behavior, for

enjoying the interaction

to continue. Sensitive caregivers interpret this to

that they should continue to facilitate

positive experience.

which they occur, they

When caregivers

and maintain

accurately interpret the infant's

facilitate the infant's regulatory tasks

1

8

their infant's

and goals. Negative

affect

and behavior communicate

that the infants are not enjoying
their

experience and that they would like
interpret this to

mean

it

that they should

can achieve their goals.

When

to change.

Sensitive caregivers

change the situation so

that the infants

caregivers fail to read the message or do
not

respond, the infants* attempts at regulating themselves
and the interaction are
disrupted and increasingly negative emotions that
prevent them from
effectively engaging the environment are generated.

Since the infants' affective and behavioral displays are directed

to a

partner, these behaviors function within a dyadic system.
This implies that

the infants' other

and self-directed regulatory behaviors are only

communications

if their

partner interprets

them

as such.

The

partner plays a

crucial role in facilitating or disrupting the infants' accomplishment of their
interactive goals

and

their internal regulation.

The

infants' abilities to

regulate their physiological and affective states and their social interactions
are thus inherently linked to their partner's activities.

To summarize,

the

MRM proposes that the following ongoing and

continuous process occurs. Infants engage in activities directed toward some
goal; they appreciate

how

well they are achieving

this goal;

their appraisal

modifies their affect; the change in affect motivates a change in the
affective

and behavioral expressions; these behaviors communicate

infants'

to the

caregivers the infants' goals, needs, emotional state, and direction of action;

1
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and, completing the cycle, the infants
appraise feedback from their
caregiver's responses to their activities
(Gianino, 1988). Figure

graphic illustration of

1

provides a

this process.

The Relation between Fa cial Exp ressi ons and
Behavior

The

relation

between

relatively unexplored.

main

factors. First,

facial expressions

and behavior

The lack of empirical

interest

is

an area of research

can be attributed to two

most researchers who have examined emotional

expression in infancy have primarily focused on the infants' facial
expressions to the exclusion of other emotional indicators. Postural and

bodily expressions in particular have received minimal attention in
empirical studies. This

is

surprising because

commonsense suggests

body movements convey considerable information about emotional
For instance, we consider wagging of the
a cat's displeasure. Similarly,

tail to

that

states.

indicate a dog's pleasure, but

we have no problem

distinguishing

bodily expressions of anger (for example, clenched

fists)

from bodily

expressions of sadness (for example, drooping shoulders and head downcast).

The second reason pertains
emotion.

Many

to a

common attitude

regarding the nature of

psychologists maintain that for the most part emotions

disrupt and disorganize behavior, and are frequently a source of

problems.

Many

clinical psychologists

20

and

human

psychiatrists, for instance,

Infant

Goal

Appreciation

Emotion

Behavioral
Expression

Other-Directed
Regulatory Behaviors
(Social or Nonsocial)

Affective

Expression

Self-Directed

Regulatory Behaviors

I
The infant's behavioral and affective expressions serve a
communicative function. In conjunction with the context
in which these displays occur, they convey to the caregiver the infant's goals, needs, emotional state, and
direction of action. The caregiver's responses are then
appraised in terms of the infant's goal.

A Graphic Illustration of the Relation between
Emotion, and Behavioral and Affective
Appreciation,
Goals,
Expressions as Hypothesized by the Mutual Regulation Model.
Figure

1

:
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describe problems of adjustment and
psychopathology as "emotional

problems" implying that when the emotions
are not subordinate

something

is

wrong. This point of view

perspectives of

Campos, Gianino,

emotions play an important role

According

is

Izard,

in

marked

that

and motivating behavior.

to these authors, infants evaluate the

to

contrast to the

and Tronick who maintain

in organizing

of events. This appreciation leads

to reason

meaning and significance

an emotion, which organizes and

motivates the infant's behavioral and affective expressions.
This process can

be

illustrated schematically:

— > Appreciation —> Emotion — > Behavioral expression

Situation/Event

—> Affective expression

As an example, consider the

infant

who

is

fed a distasteful food

by

the

caregiver:

Distasteful food

—>"This
I

is

don't

disgusting

want

to eat

it"

—> Disgust — > Spitting up;
Avoidance of
spoon

—> Facial Expression
of disgust

The

infant's behavioral

communicative

and affective expressions function

signals. In the

as social

absence of language, these expressions and the

context in which they occur constitute the only information that the caregiver

22

has available to infer the infant's
appreciation of the situation and underlying

emotional

In order to function effectively
as communicative signals,

state.

however, the

infant's behavioral

and affective expressions must be related

and organized coherently. In the example
above, the

infant's facial

expression of disgust and accompanying behaviors
form an organized pattern
that effectively

communicates

food and does not want to eat

to the caregiver that the infant

it.

On the

does not

like the

other hand, disorganized patterns,

such as a facial expression of joy accompanied by

spitting

up and avoidance

of the spoon, gives the caregiver a mixed message not
easily interpreted. In
general, if

no

relation

between the

infant's behavioral

and affective

expressions exists, there would be a multitude of random chance connections.

For instance, the

infants' facial expression of interest

to co-occur with

avoidance of an interesting object as

would be equally
it

likely

would with

exploration of the object. Since the infant's behavioral and affective

expressions are hypothesized to serve important adaptive functions,

this

position does not appear to be tenable.

Few empirical

studies have attempted to determine whether facial

expressions of emotion are related to behavior in predictable ways. As part

of a study on children's (6-12 months, 18-36 months, 42-60 months) coping
responses to pediatric examinations, Hyson (1983) assigned children's facial
expressions into four emotion categories

23

(fear, anger, sadness,

and

neutral/positive)

and

their behavior into three

coping categ'ones

(information seeking, comfort seeking,
and autonomy maintenance).
conditional probability analysis revealed
relations

between

some

facial emotional expressions

A

tentative but consistent

and specific coping

categories. For example, the presence of the
facial expression of fear

was

associated with an increase in the probability of
comfort behavior in the 15

seconds following the fear expression. The facial
expressions of fear and
anger both decreased the probability of subsequent information
seeking
behavior, and the presence of the expressions of anger and
sadness increased
the probability of autonomy.

These

results,

however, were limited by the use

of global categories of behavior, by the imprecision of live coding of
the
children's facial expressions

and behavior, and by the lack of independence

between the affective and behavioral observations since both were
simultaneously recorded by the same observer.

Gaensbauer, Mrazek, and
to rate the presence

combined

Emde

(1979) developed an emotion rating scale

and intensity of discrete emotions. This rating

facial expressions of

scale

emotion and specific behaviors presumed

be associated with each emotion. The scale however was not derived
empirically, and therefore does not provide any empirical information

concerning the relation between facial expressions and behavior.
Furthermore, the scale was designed to allow raters to

make

global

to

judgements

in regard to

each emotion, which did not permit the

facial

expressions to be rated separately from behavior.

Hyson and
specifically

Izard (1984) have carried out the only study
to date that

examines the

They

behavior.

relation

between

facial

emotional expressions and

investigated 18-month-old children's emotional and

behavioral responses to the separation episode of Ainsworth's
strange
situation.

system.

The

children's facial expressions

were coded with

Izard's

The behaviors coded included postural/locomotor behaviors, hand

movements, visual behaviors, and self-comforting behaviors.

Hyson and

and modes of adaptation. These

categories were Exploration, Reintegration

(i.e.,

with the mother), Destruction, Incorporation

expression of interest was associated with

there

attempts to signal or reunite

(i.e.,

nurturing or comforting

and Protection- Withdrawal. The authors found

interest,

ongoing behavior tended

was a

In addition,

Izard inferred five categories of adaptive behavior presumed to

reflect particular goal orientations

self),

AFFEX

to

sitting

that the facial

and toy orientation. With

be sustained rather than changed, and

positive correlation with the Exploration category.

The

facial

expression of anger tended to co-occur with standing, climbing, and rubbing

and pulling

at

body or

clothing. In addition, anger

was

positively correlated

with the Reintegration category. Finally, the facial expression of sadness was
associated with a decrease in sitting position and toy orientation, and an

25

increase in expressive gestures, passivity,
self- comforting behaviors,

unfocused gaze, lack of hand movements, and active
visual scanning. In
general, with sadness there were

Not

surprisingly, sadness

few changes

between

body posture and movement.

was positively correlated with

Protection- Withdrawal category.
relation

in

the

Hyson's and Izard's study investigated the

facial expressions

and behavior

in

18-month-old

infants.

Izard (1978), however, has proposed elsewhere that emotional
expressions

become

increasingly organized during the

reasonable assumption, then,
studied by Izard and
stability

is

first

two years of

life.

A

that the emotional expressions of the infants

Hyson had already achieved some

by the age of 18 months.

organizational

A more convincing demonstration of the

hypothesis that infants' behavioral and affective expressions are coherently

organized from birth could have been achieved by studying a younger sample
of infants.

Hypotheses

The

overall aims of the present study are 1) to provide a detailed picture of

how 6-month-old

infants respond affectively

abnormal face-to-face

interactions; 2) to

and behaviorally

examine the

relation

to

normal and

between

facial

expressions and behavior; and 3) to empirically corroborate the hypothesis
that

emotions organize and guide behavior by evaluating the extent

to

which

facial expressions

and behavior systematically co-occur
and form organized,

coherent patterns. The specific hypotheses
are:

Hypothesis

1

:

Facial expressions and behavior
systematically co-occur and

form organized, coherent
Hypothesis 2

:

patterns.

Infants will display different facial emotional
expressions

in

conjunction with behavior directed to people and
behavior
directed to objects.

Hypothesis 3

:

Infants will be

behaviors

more

likely to

when showing

Similarly, infants will be

in self-regulatory

negative or intense positive affect.

more

directed regulatory behaviors

moderate levels of positive
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engage

likely to

when

affect.

engage

in other-

displaying low to

CHAPTER 2

METHOD

Subjects

Twenty-five male and twenty-five female
6-month-old infants and

mothers participated

in this study.

The 50 dyads were randomly

from a larger sample of mothers and

infants

who

selected

participated in a study on

the stability of infant coping with
interpersonal stress.

drawn from

their

the published birth announcements in

The sample was

community newspapers.

All mothers were Caucasian. Their ages ranged from
20 to 39 years with a

mean age of 29
multiparous.

Twenty-one mothers were primiparous, 29

years.

The

infants ranged in age

week. All the infants lived in

from 5 months

intact families.

3

weeks

to

analyses.

clinically

normal

infants at birth

were included

At the time of visit, no member of a dyad had any

deliveries,

in the data

significant health

problems.

Laboratory Setting and Materials

The laboratory consisted of a video

studio and an adjoining interview

room. The studio was equipped with an infant seat mounted on a

28

1

Only mothers who experienced

uncomplicated pregnancies and deliveries, excepting Caesarean

and who had

6 months

table,

an

adjustable stool for the mother, two
cameras, a microphone, and an

intercom.

One camera was focused on

the infant, and one on the mother.

Both pictures were transmitted through a

digital timer

and split-screen

generator in order to produce simultaneous
frontal views of the mother and
the infant.

These pictures were recorded on a video recorder. The

digital

timer, split-screen generator, and video
recorder were located in the

interview

room

in

which

the experimenter timed the episodes

and gave the

mother instructions via the intercom.

Procedure

All mother-infant dyads were videotaped in the laboratory
infants

1

were 6 months

minute

in

which

the

old.

Each dyad experienced

mother held her infant

in

the

same

when

the

conditions:

her arms; a 2 minute normal

face-to-face play interaction; a 2 minute still-face interaction; and, a 2

minute normal face-to-face play interaction.
interactive sequences

would

elicit

It

was expected

that these three

a wide range of behavioral and affective

expressions in the infants. In the data analyses facial expressions and

behaviors were collapsed across conditions. Each episode was followed by a
15 second pause during which the mother turned her back to the infant. The

purpose of the

1

minute hold was

the laboratory setting.

to help the

mother and the

infant to adjust to

The 5 second pauses between episodes helped
1
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the

experimenter to accurately time the beginning
of each interaction. The heart
rate of all the infants

was monitored during

these episodes.

The

heart rate

data were not used in the present study.

When the mother and infant arrived
by an experimenter. After some
the Maternal Interview

initial

and Infant

at the laboratory,

they were greeted

conversation, the mother was given

Mood Questionnaire. The

laboratory

procedures were then explained and any questions
answered. After the

minute hold during which the mother held her infant
infant explore the laboratory setting, the infant

and the mother turned her back

to

him

in her

was placed

arms and

let

1

the

in the infant seat

or her for 15 seconds. This was

followed by a normal face-to-face play interaction for which the instruction
to the

mother was

to play

with her baby. Following

this

episode and a second

pause, the mother engaged in the stillface interaction for which the
instruction

was

to look at the infant, but not to

move,

talk,

or touch the infant.

This episode was followed by another pause and by a second normal
face-to-face play interaction.

removed from the

At

the

end of this

infant seat.
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last

episode the infant was

Coding of Para

Infant Behavior

The

infants'

interactions

ongoing behavior during the two normal face-to-face

and the

stillface

was assessed using a modified version of the

Infant Regulatory Scoring System (IRSS;
Gianino,1982,1985).

complete system

is

The

presented in Appendix A. The IRSS was derived
from

Tronick's Modified Monadic Phase Scoring System
(Tronick, 1980),

observations by Brazelton and his colleagues of the young infant's
coping
repertoire (Brazelton, et

al.,

1974)

,

and Gianino's (1982) observations of

self-comforting and exploratory behavior. The system codes seven

dimensions of infant behavior: Social Engagement, Object Engagement,
Signaling, Self-Comforting, Distancing, Inhibition, and Distress Indicators.

The Social Engagement and Object Engagement codes
while the other codes can co-occur.

were present during the three

It

are mutually exclusive

should be noted that no "real" objects

interactive sequences.

The mothers were not

allowed to bring toys into the laboratory. As a consequence, Object

Engagement

refers to the infants' focus of attention

on the

seat, the strap of

the chair, or their clothing.

The coding was done from videotapes using
each

1

second time

interval, the coders recorded the occurrence of

coding sheet.

intervals.

any behavior on a

A digital time display was used to track the intervals.
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For

This

produced an absolute frequency count of the
behaviors and maintained

their

temporal sequence. To prevent possible
contagion effects of coding, each

coder scored only a limited number of behaviors.
Specifically, the categories
of Social Engagement, Object Engagement,
Signaling, Self-Comforting and

and Distress Indicators were scored by

Inhibition,

was run
motion

at

normal speed although

to accurately

it

different coders.

was frequently stopped or run

determine the beginning and ending of

The

in

tape

slow

shifts in infant

behavior.

Infant Facial Expressions

The

infants' facial

emotional expressions during the two normal

face-to-face interactions and the stillface were scored using Izard's System
for Identifying Affect Expressions

referred to as

by Holistic Judgements, hereafter

AFFEX (Izard & Dougherty,

presented in Appendix B.

1980).

AFFEX identifies

The complete system

is

10 discrete emotions as well as

blends of emotions. The 10 discrete emotions are: Interest, Joy, Surprise,
Sadness, Anger, Contempt, Fear, Shame/Shyness/Guilt, Distress, and
Disgust.

The coders look

for anatomical appearance changes in three

regions of the face: the forehead/eyebrows/nasal root region, the

eyes/nose/cheeks region, and the mouth/lips/chin region. Using pre-specified
criteria, the

coders identify patterns in these appearance changes as belonging

to a specific

AFFEX

emotion category.

criteria are

not met and

emotions are expressed

is

assigned

Noncodable

is

scored by the

when

assigned

.5

seconds are scored as flashes.

the face cannot be clearly seen.

when

manuals, and

AFFEX system.

The

A

tapes were scored using

to different

and

affect

score of
score of

which
1

is

second time

the scoring system used to code the

The system was modified for the purposes of this

one way. For each one second

not

trained with Izard's training tapes and

who were unfamiliar with

infants' behavior.

A

the infant displays an emotion

by two coders who had been

intervals

infant's

when components belonging

in the face regions. Hiccups,
sneezes,

displays that last less than

Obscure

Emotional blends are coded when the

study in

interval, the coders rated the intensity of the

emotion on a 3 -point scale ranging from low

to

moderate

to

high

intensity.

Combining

AFFEX

the data

from the Infant Regulatory Scoring System and

system provides a record of the

infants'

the

ongoing behavior and

expressions of emotion. Both records are on the same time scale which

allows for the evaluation of the temporal relations

behavior and affect in great

detail.
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among

the infants'

facial

Demographic, and

The

MooH Dat a

Infant.

part of the Maternal Interview and
Infant

first

was designed

to elicit information

on demographic variables

marital status, occupation, race, religion,
and
children), the mothers' pregnancy
infants'

and

fathers' health.

analyses mothers
delivery, infants

who

These data were used

to

their's as

well as the

exclude from the data

not clinically normal at birth, and mothers and

on how well the

the laboratory visit, and

is

number and age of other

and delivery, and

infants with significant health problems.

information

(e.g., age,

experienced complications during their pregnancy and

who were

elicited information

Mood Questionnaire

how

The second

part of the interview

infants slept during the night preceding

well and

when

they ate before the

visit.

This

important because factors such as hunger and lack of sleep can

affect the infants' behavior

and

affect during the laboratory session.

of the Maternal Interview and Infant

Mood

Questionnaire

is

A copy

presented in

Appendix C.

Reliability

Interobserver reliability for the

AFFEX

and the IRSS codes was calculated

by using an absolute-time method. This method permits

the experimenter to

determine the exact amount of time during which the coders were in

agreement on the

facial expressions

and behaviors
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identified. In the present

study each videotaped episode was broken
into

agreement
the

same

to

each one second

was then calculated by dividing

the

units.

unit.

For an

coded by both the experimenter and a research
interobserver reliability

the

number of

to calculate interobserver

videotapes of 10 play episodes and 5

AFFEX,

Interobserver reliability

number of agreements by

agreements plus disagreements. In order

For

second

occur both coders needed to have scored the
same behavior and

facial expression for

reliability,

1

still-face

episodes were

assistant.

was established

for the facial

expressions of Joy (89%), Interest (95%), Sadness (82%), and Anger
(89%).

For the IRSS codes, interobserver

reliability

was established

behavior. Reliability for these codes varied from

35

76%

to

for each

100%.

CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
The

results of the data analyses are
organized

sections.

The

first

infant behavior

The second

and presented

in four

section provides information on the
frequency of each

and

facial expression across the three
face-to-face conditions.

section addresses the relation between facial
expressions and

behavioral categories. The third section provides
a detailed examination of
the relation

between

facial expressions

and the specific behaviors included

in

the behavioral categories. Finally, the fourth section
addresses the relation

between

intensity of affect

and behavior.

Frequency of Fac ial Expressions and Behaviors

This section reports the observed frequency and proportion of occurrence
of the infants' facial expressions and behaviors across the face-to-face play
interactions

and the

stillface.

The frequency

is

the

number of times

infants displayed a facial expression or behavior across conditions.

that the

The

proportion refers to the total amount of time that the infants displayed the
facial expression or

behavior across conditions.
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Facial Expressions

The

infants' facial affective
expressions during the

normal face-to-face

play interactions and the stiUface
were coded with Izard's System for
Identifying Affect Expressions by
Holistic Judgements

(AFFEX). Table 2

presents the observed frequency of each
facial expression and the proportion

of time

it

was displayed

across the three conditions.

facial expressions of Joy, Interest,
Sadness,

As seen

and Anger were the only

expressions that occurred a substantial amount
of the time.

was

finding

showed

An

the prevalence of the facial expression of
Interest.

Interest

for Sadness,

in this table, the

60.90% of the time

as

compared

to

21.00%

interesting

The

infants

for Joy,

2.20%

and 5.80% for Anger.

Behavior

The

infants'

behavior was coded using the Infant Regulatory Scoring

System (IRSS). The system codes seven

categories of infant behavior:

Social Engagement, Object Engagement, Signaling, Self-Comforting,

Distancing, Inhibition, and Distress Indicators. The categories of Object

Engagement and Social Engagement

are mutually exclusive while the other

categories can co-occur. Furthermore, since the categories of Object and

Social

Engagement

or at the mother

-

are determined

by

the infants' gaze

-

looking

at objects

one of these categories must be scored for each one second
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unit.

The behavioral

breakdown of the

categories will be discussed

first

followed by a

specific behaviors within the individual
categories

TABLE 2
Observed Frequency and Proportion of Time

the Infants Displayed Each
Facial Expression Across Conditions.

Facial Expression

Observed Frequency

Joy

Proporti

3772

.210

Interest

10968

.609

Sadness

394

.022

1041

.058

15

.001

Fear

2

.000

Disgust

3

.000

Distress

0

.000

Contempt

5

.000

Shame/Guilt/Shyness

0

.000

257

.014

16

.001

104

.006

1423

.079

Anger
Surprise

Blend Negative

Blend Positive

Non-Codable
Obscure

Note:

AFFEX codes

are mutually exclusive.
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Table 3 presents the observed frequency
of each behavioral category and
the proportion of time the infants
spent in the categories across the
three

As seen

conditions.

in

in this table the infants spent the
largest

amount of time

Object (61.60%) and Social Engagement
(38.50%). The infants also

engaged

in Signaling

substantial

Indicators

(29.90%) and Self-Comforting (8.20%) for a

amount of the
were

time.

rarely scored

The

categories of Distancing and Distress

and Inhibition did not occur.

TABLE 3
Observed Frequency and Proportion of Time

Infants Spent in Behavioral

Categories Across Conditions

Behavioral Category

Observed Frequency

Social Engagement*

Proportion

6934

.385

11066

.616

Signaling

5378

.299

Self-Comforting

1478

.082

455

.025

0

.000

505

.028

Object Engagement*

Distancing
Inhibition

Distress Indicators

are mutually exclusive. The
with
Object and Social
other behavioral categories can co-occur

* Object

Engagement and Social Engagement

Engagement and with each

other.
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Finer grained analyses within the
individual behavioral categories
indicated that

some behaviors occurred more

frequently than others. Table 4

presents the observed frequency and
proportion of time the infants
in

each behavior within the individual categories.

en^ed

Within the category of

Social Engagement, the infants rarely
glanced at their mother. Rather,

they attended to her they tended to engage in

Object Engagement 1

,

the infants spent

full social attends. In

most of the time looking

manipulating proximal objects and rarely looked
infants also spent a substantial

one object

at distant objects.

amount of time glancing about

to another or scanning.

They

at

the

when

terms of

and

The

room from

rarely shut their eyes or displayed

unfocused gaze.

Within the category of Signaling, the infants rarely signaled with eyebrow
flashes.

Crying was also relatively

rare. Instead, the infants

tended to use

Neutral/ Positive and Fussy Vocalizations and Gestures other

1

Although the Infant Regulatory Scoring System (IRSS) lists five different
behaviors under the general rubric of Object Engagement, a distinction can
be made between these behaviors. Distal Object Attend and Proximal Object
Attend with or without Manipulation involve focusing on an object for two
seconds or more. In contrast, Scanning defined as looking at something other
than the mother without focusing on any object, and Unfocused Gaze/Eyes
Shut are akin to averting and do not reflect a focused engagement with
objects. Instead, Scanning and Unfocused Gaze/Eyes Shut may reflect an
inability to focus on objects for any length of time.
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TABLE 4
Observed Frequency and Proportion of Time
the
Behavior withm the Behavioral Categories

Behavior

Social

Infants Displayed

Across Conditions.

Observed Frequency

Proportion

Engagement

Brief Social Attend

283

.016

665 \

.369

697

.039

Proximal Object Attend

3272

.182

Proximal Object Attend + Manipulation

3313

.184

Scan

3414

.190

370

.021

92

.005

Neutral/Positive Vocalization

1876

.104

Fus sy Vocalization

1

262

.070

Crying

439

.024

Pick-Me-Up

470

.026

3087

.171

Oral-Self

655

.036

Oral-Other

744

.041

Self-Clasp

45

.003

Rock

34

.000

Full Social Attend

Object Engagement*
Distal Object Attend

Unfocused Gaze/Eyes Shut
Signaling**

Eyebrow Rash

Other Gesture

Self-Comforting

Table continued on next page.
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Each

TABLE 4

Behavior

(Continued)

Observed Frequency

Proportion

Distancing

Get

Away

415

.023

Screen Out

40

.002

Away

0

.000

505

.028

Push

Distress Indicators
*

The category of Object Engagement can be subdivided

into Avert and
Object Engagement. Avert includes Scans and Unfocused
Gaze/Eyes
Shut. Object Engagement includes Distal and Proximal
Object Attend
with or without Manipulation.
** The behaviors within the category of Signaling
are not mutually

The behaviors within the other behavioral categories are
mutually exclusive.
exclusive.

than Pick-Me-Up to signal the mother 2

.

The behaviors within

Self-

Comforting and Distancing were relatively infrequent with the exceptions of
Oral-Self, Oral-Other, and

Get Away.

z

Signaling behaviors are not mutually exclusive. That is,each Signaling
behavior can co-occur with any other Signaling behavior in any combination.

This accounts for the larger total observed frequency (7226) and proportion
(.40) of Signaling presented in Table 4 as compared to those reported in

Table 3 (5378; .299). For example, if an Eyebrow Flash + Other Gesture
combination occurred, it was counted as two signals in Table 4, whereas the
same combination was considered as one signal in Table 3. The behaviors
within the other behavioral categories are mutually exclusive and add up to
the observed frequencies and proportions presented in Table 3.
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The Relation Between

Facial

Ex pressions an H Rehaviornl Cat™ ones

This section addresses the relation between
facial expressions and
behavioral categories. The data analyses were
designed to evaluate the

hypothesis that facial expressions of emotion and
behavior systematically

co-occur and form organized, coherent patterns.
To simplify the data
analyses in this section, only the facial expressions
and behavioral categories
that occurred frequently

were considered. These were the

facial expressions

of Joy, Interest, Sadness, and Anger, and the behavioral
categories of Object

Engagement, Social Engagement, and Signaling. The
Sadness was included in the analyses despite

(2.20%) because of

its

its

theoretical importance.

low

facial expression of

rate

of occurrence

The reader should bear

mind, however, that the low frequency of Sadness may affect the
of the findings pertaining to

To evaluate

in

reliability

this particular facial expression.

the hypothesis that facial expressions and behavior

systematically co-occur, the facial expressions were treated as independent
variables.

All occurrences of each facial expression were taken as the whole

data set in order to determine which behaviors co-occurred with Joy,
Interest,

Sadness, or Anger.

It

should be noted that treating facial

expressions as independent variables do not

caused particular behaviors to occur.
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mean

that facial expressions

From
was

the

coded records,

calculated.

the incidence of four behavioral combinations

The four behavioral combinations were Object Engagement,

Object Engagement and Signaling, Social Engagement,
and Social

Engagement and

Signaling. Although the Infant Regulatory Scoring
System

(IRSS) specifies that only Object and Social Engagement
are mutually
exclusive, only those instances of the behavioral combinations
that did not

co-occur with any other behavioral category were included in the
data
analyses in this section. The behavioral combinations were then related
to

each of the four facial expressions
combinations. Table 5

lists

form

to

1

6 behavior-emotion

the behavioral combinations

behavior-emotion combinations used

and

the

in the data analyses in this section.

Table 6 reports the observed and expected frequencies for the
behavior-emotion combinations, and Table 7 presents the proportion means

and standard deviations obtained for these combinations. These and
subsequent tables and figures are organized
facilitate

comparisons across the

in

all

terms of behavior in order to

facial expressions of Joy, Interest, Sadness,

and Anger.

A Chi-Square analysis on the overall data set indicated that facial
expressions and behavioral combinations were significantly related (Chi-

Square = 4256.82; p = .000; See Table
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6).

To

further explore the nature of

TABLE 5
List of Behavioral Combinations

1

.

Behavioral Combination

Behavior-Emotion Combination

Object Engagement

Object Engagement + Joy
Object Engagement + Interest
Object Engagement + Sadness
Object Engagement + Anger

No
No
No
No
No
2.

Signaling
Social

Engagement

Self-Comforting
Distancing
Distress Indicators

Social

Engagement

No Signaling
No Object Engagement
No Self-Comforting
No Distancing
No Distress Indicators
3.

Social

Engagement + Joy

Social Engagement + Interest
Social Engagement + Sadness
Social

Engagement + Anger

Object Engagement/
Signaling

No Social Engagement
No Self-Comforting
No Distancing
No Distress Indicators
4.

and Behavior-Emotion Combinations

Social

Object Engagement/Signaling + Joy
Object Engagement/Signaling + Interest
Object Engagement/Signaling + Sadness

Object Engagement/Signaling + Anger

Engagement/

Signaling

No Object Engagement
No Self-Comforting
No Distancing
No Distress Indicators

+ Joy
Social Engagement/Signaling + Interest
Social Engagement/Signaling + Sadness
Social Engagement/Signaling + Anger
Social Engagement/Signaling
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TABLE 6
-Square Analysis on the Frequencies of
the Behavior-Emotion

Combinations

Combination

Facial Expression

Object Engagement

Observed Value ExDected Valup

Joy

468

1759.3

Interest

644

4914.8

143

191.5

315

507.4

Joy

1276

701.5

Interest

1585

1959.8

Sadness

27

76.3

Anger

52

202.3

Anger

Social

Engagement

Object Engagement/

Joy

267

345.0

Signaling

Interest

776

963.9

Sadness

66

37.5

337

99.5

Anger

Social Engagement/

Joy

1536

741.1

Signaling

Interest

1101

2070.5

Sadness

150

80.7

Anger

319

213.8

Chi-Square

DF

Significance

4256.82345

5

0.0000

Min EF
37.548
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Cells with

None

EF <

5

TABLE 7
Proportion Means, Standard Deviations,
and Scheffe Range Tests withi

Each Behavior-Emotion Combination

Behavioral Combination

Facial Expression

Mean

Joy

.124 a

.330

3772

Interest

.588 b

.492

10968

Sadness

.363 °

.481

394

Anger

.303 c

.460

1041

Joy

.338 a

.473

3772

Interest

.145 b

.352

10968

Sadness

.069 c

.253

394

Anger

.050°

.218

1041

Object Engagement/

Joy

.071 a

.256

3772

Signaling

Interest

.071 a

.256

10968

Sadness

.168 b

.374

394

Anger

.324 c

.468

1041

Social Engagement/

Joy

.407 a c

.491

3772

Signaling

Interest

.100 b

.301

10968

Sadness

.381 c d

.486

394

Anger

.306 d

.461

1041

Object Engagement

Social

Note:

Engagement

Means with

IN

>

'

different superscripts are significantly different

other at p<.01.
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from each

this relation,

One-Way Analyses

of Variance comparing the proportion

means of the behavior-emotion combinations
within each behavioral
combination were conducted. The four
One-Way Analyses of Variance were
highly significant indicating that there
were significant differences
the proportion

among

means of the behavior-emotion combinations within
each

behavioral combination. For the behavioral
combination of Object

Engagement, F(3, 16171) = 1011.68, p <

.001; for Social

Engagement, F(3,

16171) = 309.85, p < .001; for Object Engagement and Signaling,
F(3,

16171) = 278.49, p < .001; and, for Social Engagement and Signaling,
F(3,16171) = 716.46, p < .001.

The One-Way

presented in Appendix D, Tables

1, 2, 3,

and

To determine which behavior-emotion
another, Scheffe

Range Tests were

ANOVA Tables are

4.

combinations differed from one

carried out for each of the four

behavioral combinations (See Table

7).

Comparisons among the proportion

means of the behavior-emotion combinations whithin each behavioral
combination served

to

determine whether the likelihood of a behavioral

combination changed when co-occurring with a specific

The
was

tests indicated that the

significantly

Interest than with

more

facial expression.

behavioral combination of Object Engagement

likely to co-occur with the facial expression of

any other expression

(p

<

.01).

Object Engagement was

also significantly less likely to co-occur with the facial expression of Joy than
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with any of the other expressions
(p <

.01).

Object Engagement therefore

appears to be strongly related to the
facial expression of Interest and
infrequently related to the facial
expression of Joy (See Figure 2).

The behavioral combination
likely to

of Social

Hn^ernenr wa «

significantly

more

co-occur with the facial expression of Joy
than with the other

expressions (p

<

.01;

See Figure

3).

Social

Engagement co-occurred more

frequently with the facial expression of Interest
than with the facial

expressions of Sadness and Anger which were only
rarely associated with

this

behavioral combination. Social Engagement therefore
appears to be strongly
related to the facial expression of Joy.

The behavioral combination of Object Eng a gement and Signaling was
significantly

more

likely to co-occur with the facial expression of

with the other facial expressions (p <

See Figure

Anger than

4).

The

facial

expression of Anger was twice as likely to co-occur with

this

behavioral

combination than was the

.01;

facial expression of Sadness,

and four times more

likely to co-occur with this behavioral combination than

were the expressions

of Joy and Interest. The behavioral combination of Object Engagement and
Signaling therefore appears to be strongly associated with the facial

expression of Anger.

The behavioral combination of Social Engagement and Signaling was
significantly

more

likely to co-occur with the facial expressions of Joy,
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Object Engagement

No
No
No
No
No

Combination with Joy

Signaling
Social Engagement
Self-Comforting
Distancing
Distress Indicators

Combination with

(J)

Interest

(I)

Combination with Sadness

(S)

E3 Combination with Anger (A)

,588b

.60

o
|
D
O
O

O
o
O

.50

.40

i

.363c
.303c

.30

c
o

to

.20

o_

o

124a
,10

c
o
o

1
A

S

Facial Expression

Means with different
each other at p < .01.
*

letters

are significantly different from

terms of behavior in order to
facilitate comparisons across facial expressions.
Note: Figure

is

organized

in

Means and Scheffe Range
Object Engagement.
Figure

2:

Proportion
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Tests within

Social Engagement
No Signaling

EI

H

Combination with Joy

(J)

No Object Engagement
Combination with Interest (I)
No Self-Comforting
HI Combination with Sadness (S)
No Distancing
G53 Combination with Anger (A)
No Distress Indicators

.60

o

I
D
O
o

O

.50

.40

i

J

I

S

A

Facial Expression

Means with different
each other at p < .01
*

letters

are significantly different from

organized in terms of behavior in order to
facilitate comparisons across facial expressions.
Note: Figure

Figure
Social

is

Means and Scheffe Range
Engagement.

3:

Proportion
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Tests within

^
H

Object Engagement/
Signaling

No
No
No
No

Social Engagement
Self-Comforting
Distancing
Distress Indicators

Combination with Joy
Combination with

(J)

Interest

(I)

Combination with Sadness (S)
Combination with Anger (A)

.60

o
c
p
D
o
o

O
o
U
i

.50

.40

.324c
.30

c
o
i=

o
a
o

.20

168b

cl

c
o

,071a
.071a

.10

(D

i
A

I

Facial Expression

*

Means with

different letters are significantly different

atp<.01.
Note: Figure

is

organized

in

terms of behavior

facilitate

comparisons across

Figure

Proportion

4:

order to

in

facial expressions.

Means and Scheffe Range

Object Engagement/Signaling.
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Tests within

Sadness and Anger than with the expression
of Interest (p <
5).

The

Social

facial expression of Interest did not
appear to

Engagement alone

See Fig
&ure

.01;

be associated with

or in combination with Signaling. Furthermore,

although the facial expressions of Joy, Sadness, and
Anger were

all likely to

co-occur with the behavioral combination of Social
Engagement and
Signaling,

it

is

possible that these facial expressions are associated with

different Signaling behaviors.

The Relation betwee n

Facial Expressions and Behavior within Behavioral

Categories

This section provides a detailed examination of the relation between

facial

expressions and individual behaviors. Only the facial expressions of Joy,
Interest,

Sadness, and Anger, and behaviors that occurred

time were included in the analyses (See Table
facial expressions

and behaviors were so low

3).

2%

or

more of the

The frequency of the

that lack of variance

other

made

inferential statistics useless.

The same analyses described

in the previous section

each behavior. Each behavior was related

to

were conducted

each of the four

expressions to form specific behavior-emotion combinations.

for

facial

One-Way

Analyses of Variance were then conducted comparing the proportion means

53

Social Engagement/
Signaling

53 Combination with Joy
1

Combination with

No Object Engagement
No Self-Comforting

No

o

(J)
v '

Interest

(I)

111 Combination with Sadness

™

^Sectors

Combination

^ ^' W

(S)

.60

J

I

S

A

Facial Expression

Means with different
each other at p < .01
*

letters

are significantly different from

organized in terms of behavior in order to
facilitate comparisons across facial expressions.
Note: Figure

is

Figure 5: Proportion Means and Scheffe
Social Engagement/Signaling.
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Range

Tests within

of the specific behavior-emotion
combinations within each bensavior.

Following a finding of a significant difference,
Scheffe Range Tests were
used

to evaluate

which

specific behavior-emotion combinations
differed

from one another. Comparisons among the
proportion means of
behavior-emotion combinations within each behavior
served

to

the specific

determine

whether the likelihood of a behavior changed when
combined with

a specific

facial expression.

The

Relatio n between Facial Expressions and Social

Since the infants rarely glanced

at their

Engagement Behaviors

mother, only the behavior Full

Social Attend was included in the analyses. Table 8 presents the
proportion

means and standard

deviations for this behavior

when combined with each

of

the four facial expressions.

The One-way Analysis of Variance comparing

the proportion

means of

the specific behavior- emotion combinations within Full Social Attend
significant with F(3, 16171)

= 1275.12, p <

presented in Appendix D, Table
Full Social Attend

was

5.

.001.

The

ANOVA Table

The Scheffe Range Test

significantly

more

likely to

was
is

indicated that

co-occur with the facial

expression of Joy than with any other expression (p <.05). The results from
the Scheffe

Range Test

are presented in Table 8.
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TABLE 8
Proportion Means, Standard Deviations,
and Scheffe Range Tests for the
Specific Behavior-Emotion Combinations
within Full Social Attend

Behavior

Facial Expression

Full Social Attend

Mean

SD

Joy

.772 a

.420

Interest

.261 b

.439

Sadness

.452 c

.498

Anger

.333 d

.472

Note: Means with different superscripts are significantly
different from each
other at p<.05

The

Relati on

Between

Facial Expressions and Object

Engagement

Behaviors

The Object Engagement behaviors included

in the analyses

were Distal

Object Attend, Proximal Object Attend, Proximal Object Attend with
Manipulation, Scanning, and Unfocused Gaze/Eyes Shut. Although the
Infant Regulatory Scoring

System (IRSS) groups these behaviors under

general rubric of Object Engagement,
distinction can

it

the

should be pointed out that a

be drawn between some of these behaviors. Distal Object

Attend and Proximal Object Attend with or without Manipulation involve
focusing on an object for two seconds or more. In contrast, Scanning defined

as looking at

object,

something other than the mother
without focusing on any

and Unfocused Gaze/Eyes Shut

a focused

All the

engagement with

=

do not

reflect

objects.

One-Way Analyses

Attend, F(3,16171)

are akin to averting and

5.37, p

of Variance were significant. For Distal
Object

<

.001; for Proximal Object Attend, F(3,

16171) = 149.60, p < .001; for Proximal Object Attend
with Manipulation,
F(3, 16171)

= 420.80, p <

.001; for Scanning, F(3,16171)=

and, for Unfocused Gaze/Eyes Shut, F(3,
16171)

One-Way

1

<

19.75, p

= 594.27, p <

.001.

ANOVA Tables are presented in Appendix D, Tables 6 to

.001;

The
10.

Table 9 presents the proportion means, standard deviations, and
Scheffe

Range Tests

for these behaviors.

As can be seen

Attend rarely co-occurred with any of the

in this table, Distal Object

facial expressions

and did not

appear to be significantly associated with a particular facial expression.

Proximal Object Attend and Proximal Object Attend with Manipulation were
significantly

more

likely to

to the other expressions (p

be related

<

.05).

to the facial expression of Interest than

Scanning was associated with the

facial

expressions of Interest, Sadness, and Anger. Unfocused Gaze/Eyes Shut

co-occurred significantly more often with the facial expression of Anger
than with the other expressions (p

<

.05).

Finally, the facial expression of

Joy was rarely associated with any of the Object Engagement behaviors.
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TABLE 9
Proportion Means, Standard Deviations,
and Scheffe Range Tests for the
Specific Behavior-Emotion
Combinations within Objecf Engagement
Behaviors

Behavior

Distal Object Attend

Facial Expression

Mean

SD

juy

ao ^ 3
.032 d

.177

In tf71 t*o c t

A/t

1

.1)41

fi h
a
u
'

.199

Sadness

.033 a b

.179

Anger

.057 b

.235

/u

.256

Tn tPTPSt

90£ b

A AC
.405

Sadness

.114 a

.319

Anger

.086 a

.280

Proximal Object Attend

Tnv

.UZ/+

with Manipulation

Tntprpst
AlllX/l C ol

9S4 b

Sadness

.099 c

Anger

.038 a c

.190

Joy

.089 a

.285

Interest

.213 b

.410

Sadness

.231

Anger

.283 c

Proximal Object Attend

Scan

Tav

j k>
y

'

.u

Table continued on next page.
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1

.299
'

b

c/i

>

c

.422
.451

TABLE 9

Behavior

"Facial

Unfocused Gaze/Eyes

Joy

Shut

Note:

Means with

each other

(Continued)

Exp^n"

Me^n"

SD

005 a

069

Interest

.006 a

.077

Sadness

.056 b

.230

^ger

-173 c

.378

different superscripts are significantly
different

from

at p<.05.

The Relation between

Facial Expressions and Signaling Behaviors

The Signaling behaviors included

in the analyses

were Neutral/Positive

Vocalizations, Fussy Vocalizations, Crying, Pick-Me-Up, and Other

Gestures. Table 10 presents the proportion means and standard deviations
for these behaviors

The
there

five

when combined with each

One-Way Analyses

were differences among

of the four facial expressions.

of Variance were significant indicating that

the proportion

means of the

specific

behavior-emotion combinations within each behavior. For Neutral/ Positive
Vocalizations,
F(3,

F

(3,

16171)= 629.73, p <

16171)= 1097.73, p<.001;

.001; for

.001; for Fussy Vocalizations,

for Crying, F(3, 16171)

= 766.74, p <

Pick-Me-Up, F(3, 16171) = 71.73, p<. 001; and,forOther
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TABLE

10

Proportion Means, Standard Deviations,
and Scheffe Range Tests for the
Specific Behavtor-Emotion
Combinations within Signaling Behaviors

Behavior

Facial Exnression

Neutral/Positive

Joy

.298 a

.458

Interest

.061 b

.239

Sadness

.036 b c

.185

Anger

.025 c

.156

Joy

.036 a

.187

Interest

.032 a

.177

Sadness

.449 b

.498

Anger

.363 c

.481

Joy

.005 a

.071

Interest

.008 a

.089

Sadness

.028 b

.165

Anger

.213°

.410

Joy

.024 a

.154

Interest

.016

b

.124

Sadness

.033 a b

.179

Anger

.086 c

.280

Vocalization

Fussy Vocalization

Crying

Pick-Me-Up

Table continued on next page.
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Su

iviedn

>

'

TABLE

10 (Continued)

Behavior

Facial Expression

Mean

SD

Other Gesture

Joy

.283 a >c

.451

Interest

.129 b

.336

Sadness

.327 a

.470

Anger

.262 c

.440

Note:

Means with

each other

at

different superscripts are significantly
different

from

p<,05

Gestures, F(3,16171)
are presented in

= 196.88, p <

.001.

Appendix D, Tables

To determine which

1 1

The One-Way

ANOVA Tables

to 15.

specific behavior-emotion combinations differed

from one another, Scheffe Range Tests were conducted. The
these tests are presented in Table 10.

As seen

results

from

in this table, Neutral/Positive

Vocalizations were significantly more likely to be associated with the facial

expression of Joy than with the other expressions (p<.05). Fussy
Vocalizations were significantly more related to the facial expression of

Sadness than

to the other expressions (p<.05).

Crying and Pick-Me-Up

co-occurred significantly more with the facial expression of Anger than

with the other expressions (p<.05). Other Gestures were significantly
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related to both the facial
expressions of Joy and Sadness, but
occurred less

frequently with the facial expressions
of Interest and Anger. Finally, the
facial expression of Interest

was only

rarely associated with any of the

Signaling behaviors.
It

should be noted that the definition of Other
Gestures

is

less precise than

the definitions of the other Signaling
behaviors. Other Gestures
as the infant

moves

his

arms or legs

direction of the mother, e.g.,

in

an organized fashion

was defined

in the general

by reaching, waving, clapping, banging

his

arms, or kicking his legs. Other Gestures therefore
includes a number of
different gestures that

expressions. This

may

may be

differentiaUy related to the infants' facial

account for Other Gestures significantly

co-occurring with both the facial expressions of Joy and Sadness.

The Relation between

Facial Expressions and Self-Comforting Behaviors

The Self-Comforting behaviors included

in the analyses

were Oral-Self

defined as the infant sucking on his or her body, and Oral-Other defined as
the infant sucking

on something

else than his or her body. Table

the proportion

means and standard

combined with

the facial expressions.

deviations for these behaviors

1 1

presents

when

The two One-Way Analyses of

Variance were significant indicating that there were differences among the

means of the

specific behavior-emotion combinations within Oral-Self and
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Oral-Other. For Oral-Self,

F (3,16171) =

<

61.95, p

F (3,16171) =

.001. (See

11.22,

p<

.001.

For Oral-Other,

Appendix D, Tables 16 and

17).

The

Scheffe Range Tests indicated that Oral-Self
was significantly more likely

to

co-occur with the facial expressions of Joy
and Interest than with the other
expressions, and that Oral-Other was significantly
more likely to be
associated with the facial expression of Interest
than with the other
expressions.

Table

The

results

from the Scheffe Range Tests

are presented in

11.

The Relation between

Facial Expressions and Distancing Behaviors

Since the infants never pushed their mother away and rarely attempted
to
screen her out, only the behavior Get

Get

Away was

Away was

included in the analyses.

defined as the infant trying to escape from the mother by

turning, twisting, or arching his or her back. Table

proportion means and standard deviations for Get

1

2 presents the

Away

co-occurring with

each facial expression.

The One-Way Analysis of Variance comparing

the proportion

the specific behavior-emotion combinations within Get
significant with

Table

18).

F

(3,16171) = 267.91, p

The Scheffe RangeTest

<

.001. (See

indicated that Get

to co-occur with the facial expression of

63

means of

Away was

Appendix D,

Away was most

Anger (See Table

12).

likely

TABLE
Proportion

1

Means

Standard Deviations, and Scheffe
Range Tests for the
Specific Behavior-Emotion
Combinations within Self Comforting

Behaviors

Behavior

Facial Expression

Mean

SD

Oral-Self

Tov

.U41 d

.196

Interest

c\ia a

Oral-Other

each other

b

1

O

1

.181

Sadness

.013 b c

.112

Anger

.008 c

.087

Joy

.014 a

.118

Interest

.058 b

.233

Sadness

.008 a

.087

Anger

.005 a

.069

'

at p<.05.

The Relation Between

Facial Expressions and Distress Indicators

Table 13 presents the proportion means and standard deviations for
Distress Indicators

combined with

facial expressions. This category

included behaviors such as spitting up, tonguing, mouthing, hiccupping,
drooling, and heavy breathing.

The One-Way Analysis of Variance

comparing the proportion means was

64

significant with

F (3,16171)=

4.89,

TABLE

12

Proportion Means, Standard Deviations,
and Scheffe Range Tests for the
^peciric Behavior-Emotion Combinations
within Get Away

Behavior

Get

Note:

Away

Means with

each other

at

Facial Expression

Mean

SD

Joy

.009 a

.092

Interest

.012 a

.107

Sadness

.089 b

.285

Anger

.128 c

.334

different superscripts are significantly different

from

p<.05.

TABLE

13

Proportion Means, Standard Deviations,and Scheffe Range Tests for the
Specific Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Distress Indicators

Behavior

Facial Expression

Mean

SD

Distress Indicators

Joy

.033 a

.180

Interest

.031 a

.172

Sadness

.018 a

.132

Anger

.013 b

.111

Note: Means with different superscripts are significantly different from
each other at p<.05.
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p < .002 (See Appendix D, Tablel9). As can be seen
reports the results

in

Table

13,

which

also

from the Scheffe Range Test, Distress
Indicators were

significantly likely to co-occur with the
facial expressions of Joy and
Interest.

Contrary to what would be expected Distress
Indicators rarely

co-occured with the facial expressions of Sadness
and Anger.

The

The

Relation between Intensity of Affect and Behay
tor

data analyses in this section were designed to evaluate
the hypothesis

that infants will

be more likely to engage

in self-regulatory behaviors

when

expressing negative or intense positive affect, and that infants will be more
likely to

to

engage

in other-directed regulatory behaviors

moderate levels of positive

To evaluate
moderate

to

this

when

displaying low

affect.

hypothesis each of the three intensity levels (low to

high intensity) was related

to

each of the specific

behavior-emotion combinations described

in the

Analyses of Variance were then conducted

to

preceding section.

determine whether the specific

behavior-emotion combinations changed as a function of intensity

level.

Unfortunately, the Analyses of Variance yielded contradictory and
inconsistent results.

The main reason

for this

specific behavior-emotion combinations
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was

when

the

low frequency of

the

these were related to intensity

level.

The

limited

which made

number of instances

resulted in lack of sufficient
variance

inferential statistics difficult to
carry out.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION

The

results

this study.

As

provided considerable support for the
hypotheses proposed

in

predicted, infants' facial expressions and
behaviors

systematically co-occurred and formed coherent
patterns. Facial

expression/behavioral configurations for the emotions
of joy,

interest,

sadness, and anger were found, and these were clearly
different from one
another. In addition, the data supported the assumption
that behavioral

systems oriented

to

people are different from those oriented to objects. All

in all, these data provide support for the notion the

young

infants possess a

sophisticated capacity for emotional expression, and that these
emotional

displays are remarkably organized and coherent.

The discussion

is

organized in two sections. In the

first section,

relating to the overall frequencies of the facial expressions

findings

and behaviors

be reviewed. In the second section, the data on the relation between
facial expressions

will

infants'

and behavior will be discussed.

Frequency of Facial Expressions and Behavior

Overall Occurrence of Facial Expressions

One purpose

how

of the present research was to provide a detailed picture of

6-month-old infants respond affectively and behaviorally
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to

normal

face-to-face play interactions and the
stillface.
infants expressed joy, interest,
sadness,

The

and anger for a substantial amount
of

the time in response to these interactive
episodes.
surprise, fear, disgust,

results indicated that the

The

and contempt were extremely

expressions of distress, shame,

guilt,

facial expressions of

rare,

and the

facial

and shyness were not observed. These

findings are consistent with previous research
indicating that interest, joy,

sadness, and anger emerge before 6 months (Emde,
et
Izard et al, 1980; Stenberg
later in

& Campos,

al.,

1976; Izard, 1978;

1983), while other emotions emerge

development or change over the course of development

(Izard,

1978).

Among
study,

the emotions that

some

were infrequently or never observed

are hypothesized to

emerge

later in

proposes that the emotions of fear, shame,
until the infant has

begun

guilt,

in this

development. Izard (1978)

and shyness do not emerge

the process of differentiating self

from other and

has acquired at least a rudimentary ability to generate cognitions about the
self.

To be

person

is

able to experience fear, infants need to understand that their

in danger. Since this realization

emotion of fear

is

is

extremely threathening, the

maladaptive until infants possess the means

locomotion, proximity-seeking behaviors) of coping with

On the

other hand, the emotions of guilt and

shame

it

(e.g.,

(Izard, 1977).

require an understanding

of the self as a causal agent. These emotions involve feeling responsible for
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one's actions

and an

ability to realize that these

can cause another person

psychological or physical harm.
Shyness also depends upon the ability
differentiate self

from

suggests that shyness

other.

may

to

Research by Brooks-Gunn and Lewis
(1978)

not emerge until the infant

is

capable of

self-recognition at about 15 to 18 months.

Other emotions, such as disgust and contempt
emerge

change over the course of development when

infants

at

an early age, but

becomes increasingly

responsive to psychological stimuli. The
expression of disgust

observed

in

may be

neonates and young infants as a response to distasteful
substances.

In older children disgust

may be

elicited

by psychological

stimuli or

by

people. In the present study, the infants rarely expressed
disgust probably

because there were few elements
elicit this

in the laboratory

environment

that

response. Similarly, although the rudiments of contempt

emerge occasionally when

would

may

the 6-month-old infant overcomes a restraint or

barrier, the full-blown expression of

contempt

in response to

people or

events does not emerge until later in development (Izard, 1978).

The

facial expression of distress is a

be observed in the

first

by any of the infants
interactions

and

days of

life.

in this study.

peremptory demand for help

Surprisingly, distress

One

reason for this

in particular the stillface

were not

may

that

can

was not expressed
be that the

sufficiently stressful for

the infants to elicit distress. Alternatively, Izard (1978) has proposed that

anger increasingly replaces distress
as infants get older. The
emergence of

anger marks a transition from infants

by demanding the help of others

who

to infants

primarily deal with frustrations

who engage

attempts to remove frustrations on their
own.

in determined

Surprise, an emotion that

is

displyed by young infants, was also
expressed infrequently by the infants in
this study.

A possible explanation for this result may be that the infants

perceived the

stillface as a

novel situation that elicited interest rather than

surprise. In this connection, the results indicated
that interest increased

60.2%

in the first face-to-face play situation to

Another finding
expression of
prevalent of

in this study

interest.

all

the

predominance of the

emotions in normal, healthy

processes. Hence,

it is

be able

and sustains perceptual,

development would be

et al., 1983).

the

most

including young

attentional,

at

and cognitive

difficult,

enough

any age. Without

because infants would not

to allow learning to occur

Furthermore, from the beginning of

an important activator of
infants displayed so

facial

an extremely important factor in the development of

to sustain their attention long

(Campos

is

human beings,

knowledge, competencies, and intelligence

interest, cognitive

in the stillface episode.

Izard (1977) proposes that interest

infants. Interest motivates

skills,

was

71.5%

from

interest.

much

Consequently,

it is

life,

novelty

is

not surprising that the

interest in this study since the laboratory setting

and procedures were novel.
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Overall

O ccurrence

of Behavior

Few empirical studies have examined why some
behaviors
more frequently than

others. In the present study, object

tend to occur

and social

engagement behaviors occurred the most frequently,
while self-comforting
and distancing behaviors were

relatively infrequent,

and motor and

perceptual inhibition did not occur. These results
are consistent with the
limited data that exist on this topic. Gianino
(1982) has found that inhibition
is

rarely used

found

by

that object

infants older than 2 months. Several researchers
have also

engagement

infants. Piaget (1968)

is

a prevalent behavior

proposed that

at this

among 6-month-old

age infants begin

to discover the

inanimate object world, and that sustained exploration becomes

intrinsically

motivating and a source of great delight. Typically,

in object

engagement

is

thought to occur

1975; Malatesta

found

& Izard,

that although object

engagement remains

at the

this

growth

expense of social engagement (Bruner,

1984). Tronick and his colleagues, however, have

engagement increases from

relatively

unchanged and

still

3 to 6 months, social

makes up

a significant

proportion of the infants' focus of attention (Tronick, Krafchuk, Ricks,

Cohn,
at the

& Winn,

1986).

expense of the

The growth

in object

engagement was found

infants' self-directed regulatory

to occur

behavior of averting

suggesting that by 6 months of age infants are able to effectively self-regulate

and use

this

freed-up time to orient toward objects.
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The Relation between

The
that

Facial Expressions anH

ttpW^ r

results of this study offered
considerable support for the hypothesis

emotions organize and guide behavior. To
corroborate

was necessary

to demonstrate that facial expressions

this

hypothesis

it

and behaviors form

organized and coherent patterns that reflect infants'
evaluations of situations

and underlying emotional

states.

In the present study, the infants* facial

expressions of joy, interest, sadness, and anger were each
associated with a

coherent cluster of behaviors.

The behavioral combinations

that

most often accompanied

the facial

expression of joy were Social Engagement, and Social Engagement and
Signaling. While expressing joy, the infants spent most of the time visually

attending to their mother and signaling to her by vocalizing in a neutral/
positive

manner or by making

gestures other than pick-me-up. In other

words, the infants rarely looked away from the mother to focus on objects or
to

scan

To

when

displaying joy.

a lesser extent, infants also self-comforted by sucking on their body,

and occasionally displayed

distress indicators.

self-comforting and distress indicators
joy, Brazelton

and

may

his colleagues (1974)

Although behaviors such as

appear to be inconsistent with

have argued

that these behaviors

serve to control the infants' excitement during positive social interactions. In
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detailed narratives of
mother-mfant interactions, Brazelton
infants often started
tonguing

and

spitting

up as the

el al.

noted

thai

intensity of the

interaction increased.

To

the infants

behaviors such as thumb sucking,
mouthing, tonguing,

engaged

in

control the

excitemem and maintain homeostasis,

and yawning. These behaviors appeared

to

reduce the tension and

to

modulate the building-up of excitement.

The behavioral combination

that

most often was associated with

expression of interest was Object Engagement.
While displaying
infants spent

most of their time looking

prolonged periods of time. They were
signal the

mother during

facial expressions.

findings

(Hyson

Campos' prediction

less likely to look at the

They

mother or

to

were during any of the other

results are consistent with

1984).

interest, the

and manipulating objects for

interest than they

These

& Izard,

at

the facial

Hyson's and Izard's

are also consistent with Barrett's and

that interest motivates

involvement with objects and

processing of information about objects (Barrett

& Campos,

1987;

Campos

et al., 1983).

To

a lesser extent, interest

was

also associated with scanning, self-

comforting, and distress indicators. Brazelton
data that

may

account for these

results.

with objects as characterized by an

"

(1974) provide some

They describe

intent

during which tension gradually builds up
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et al.

prolonged

in all

infants'

state

involvement

of attention,

segments of the

infant's

body

"

(p. 54).

This gradual build-up of intensity
was often followed by

a

period during which the infants
seemed to be "letting off steam".
Althou°h
the authors

do not

specifically

mention

that self-comforting behaviors

distress indicators occur during this
period,

these behaviors

would allow

to regulate their excitement,

it is

and

reasonable to believe that

infants to process information
about the object,

and

to maintain

homeostasis

at a

when

time

over-stimulation threatens to overwhelm them.
This suggests that
self-comforting

and

distress indicators function to control

and excitement. Analysis of the

relation

and reduce arousal

between the length of object

engagement, and for that matter social engagement, and
the occurrence of
these behaviors

would allow

for a direct evaluation of this hypothesis.

The behavioral combination of Social Engagement and

Signaling was most

frequently associated with the facial expression of sadness.

were displaying sadness, they were
the

likely to look at the

When

infants

mother and

to signal

mother with fussy vocalizations and gestures other than pick-me-up.

These

results are to a large extent similar to the data in Hyson's

and

Izard's

study, with one notable exception. In Hyson's and Izard's study the facial

expression of sadness was associated with an increase in self-comforting.

puzzling that the infants in

while expressing sadness.

provided by Brazelton et

this

study only rarely engaged in self-comforting

One possible
al.'s

It is

explanation for this result

is

again

(1974) research. These authors suggest that
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infants

can divert their attention from
a distressing stimulus

Looking

at objects

to

an object.

allows infants to escape from
an upsetting stimulus.

By

disengaging from this stimulus,
infants are afforded a period
of recovery
during which they can regulate their
negative

affect.

The finding

that the

infants looked at proximal objects
while simultaneously expressing
sadness

suggests that diverting attention
stillfaced

mother, to objects

away from

may have been

a distressing stimulus, such as
the
a

form of coping employed by

the

infants in this study.

Sad

infants

were not always able

self-regulate. In a

to focus

on objects

in order to

second emotion-behavior configuration, the

infants

frequently averted from the mother and scanned
about the room, glancing

from one object
engaged

to another.

Gianino (1985) described the infants who

in scanning in his study as distracted, distressed,

and anxiously

preoccupied and speculated that these infants were not truly disengaged from
the mother, but

were trying

to

do so in order

mothers' behavior. This suggests that not
scans

all

to

produce a change

scans are alike. While some

may be unfocused and accompanied with facial expressions

or anger, other scans

may be

Infant Regulatory Scoring

of scans,

it is

transitions

in the

focused and infused with

interest.

of sadness

Although the

System (IRSS) does not distinguish between types

possible that scans infused with interest are organized short

between

foci of attention, whereas scans of longer duration
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and

accompanied by sadness or anger

reflect

an inability to focus on objects for

any length of time.

The

facial expression of anger

was most

likely to co-occur with the

behavioral combinations of Social
Engagement and Signaling, and Object

Engagement and
looked

arms

at their

to

Signaling. While expressing anger,
the infants frequently

mother and signaled

the

mother by crying and extending

their

be picked up. As a consequence of crying,
the infants often closed

their eyes

and displayed unfocused gaze.

infants averted

from

from the mother by

Anger was only
infants could

away from

the

In a second configuration, the

mother by scanning, and attempted

to get

away

turning, twisting and arching their body.
rarely associated with self-comforting.

have attempted

to self-regulate

by diverting

a distressing stimulus to objects, there

is little

Although the

their attention

evidence in

this

study that this was the case. The infants were unlikely to look

at

objects while simultaneously expressing anger. Alternatively,

Campos and

his colleagues

(Campos

et

al.,

1983) have proposed that anger

is

proximal

associated

with determined efforts to change and remove frustrating conditions. As
Izard puts

it,

anger gives people the courage

(Izard, 1977).

physically
twisting,

The

infants' crying, efforts to

remove themselves from

and turning

their

to

speak up for themselves

be picked up, and attempts to

the distressing situation

body suggest
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by arching,

that the infants asserted themselves

and attempted

shown

to

change the

situation.

In addition, previous
research has

that these forceful protests
usually cause

behavior or the situation (Gianino,
1985). The

mothers

to alter their

infants' facial expression
of

anger and accompanying behavior
therefore appear to effectively

communicate

would

The

mother

to the

that the infant

is

disliking

what

is

happening and

like the situation to change.

data presented above also support the
hypothesis that infants display

different facial expressions in conjunction
with behavior directed to people

and behavior directed
objects they were

were unlikely
hand,

when

most

infants looked at

sadness and anger.

to

engage

When infants

looked

To

by vocalizing or

and manipulated

gesticulating.

and interacted with

the

On

and

the other

mother they were most

a lesser extent, they were also likely to display

While expressing these emotions,

mother with

at

likely to display a facial expression of
interest,

to signal objects

likely to express joy.

signal the

to objects.

neutral/positive, fussy,

the infants tended to

and crying vocalizations, and

in expressive gestures. Consistent with these findings, Tronick

and his colleagues have noted

that infants rarely focus

on objects while

displaying a positive affective expression such as a smile or a playface

(Tronick et

al.,

1986). Similarly, Brazelton et

al.

(1974) have found marked

differences in attention span, state behavior, buildup of excitement, and

disruption of attention

when

infants

were exploring objects and
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interacting

with people. THese authors
part of the infant's

felt that

by 3 weeks of age they could
look

body and predict whether

object or interacting with the
mother. All in
et al.'s

the infant

all,

at

auy

was watching an

these data support Brazelton

(1974) assumption that there are different
behavioral systems

oriented to people and objects, and
that certain forms of emotional
and

behavioral displays are almost exclusively
employed with people rather than

with objects.
In general, the characterizations of
joy, interest, sadness, and anger

presented in this study are consistent with the
predictions

and Campos (1987). As predicted by these

made by

Barrett

authors, anger appeared to be

associated with active attempts to remove obstacles.
The infants' crying,

attempts to be picked up, and efforts to escape
suggested that the infants were

attempting to change frustrations on their own. Furthermore,
previous
research has

shown

that these behaviors typically

communicate

to

mothers

that they should alter their behavior or the situation in order
to facilitate the
infants' goals (Gianino, 1985).

Anger was

clearly different

which was associated with more passive behaviors.
displayed sadness, they tended to look

at their

from sadness

When the

infants

mother and signal her with

fussy vocalizations. Sad infants also engaged in scanning. Gianino (1985)

has proposed that infants engage in scanning in an attempt to disengage from
objects or their mother. This

is

clearly consistent with Barrett's and
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Campos'

assumption that sadness motivates
disengagement and passive withdrawal

from the goal.
Joy and
the

interest

mother or with

were associated with the

infants' active

objects. This supports Barrett's

that infants continue to

engage

engagement with

and Campos's predict ion

in behaviors that facilitate
their goals whether

these goals involve interacting with
people or with objects.
Barrett and

Campos do

Although

not consider self-comforting behaviors
and distress

indicators in their theory, the results
pertaining to these behaviors are not

inconsistent with the

MRM which suggests that infants need to take breaks in

order to regulate excitement and intense positive
emotions.
Barrett and

Campos

(1987) propose that infants experience joy

appreciation indicates that their goal
correct, then

it is

is

obtainable. If this assumption

surprising that the facial expression of joy

associated with focused object engagement.
different behavioral systems are activated

when they

when

One

when

explore objects. This explanation

is

reason for

infants

was

is

rarely

may

this

their

be that

engage people and

consistent with the data

presented in the present study as discussed above. Alternatively,
plausible that whereas infants are reinforced for expressing joy

it is

equally

when

interacting with their mother, they are not reinforced for expressing joy to
objects.

Simply

mothers do.

put, objects

do not respond

Similarly, infants

may

to expressions

of joy, and

not be reinforced by their caregivers to
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express joy

when

interacting with objects.

Mothers typically tend

to

respond

with interest but not with joy
to the infants' exploration
of objects and
expressions of interest. Finally,
the infants'

it is

possible that feelings of joy

engagement with objects by

achievement

is

always associated with joy

overgeneralization. Further research

Limitations and

is

disrupt

interfering with the infants' ability
to

sustain attention. TTiese
possibilities suggest that Barrett's and
that goal

may

facial

may

be an

necessary to clarify

Recom mendations

Campos' claim

this u
issue.

for Future Rese.nrrh

Although the Infant Regulatory Scoring System and the

AFFEX

system

are extremely detailed, these systems did not
always fully describe the
relation

between the

infants'

behavior and

affect.

For instance, the intensity

of the infants' facial expressions and behaviors, the build-up of excitement
the infants' involvement with the

mother and

objects,

and the

in

infants' use of

scanning could not always be captured by the coding systems. Hence,

in

order to determine whether infants use self-regulatory behaviors to control
the intensity of their involvement with objects and people, and to ascertain

whether there are different types of scanning,

it

would have been extremely

valuable to have dictated narrative accounts of the infants' behavior and
affect

on a subset of the

data.
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The

results also indicated that

Regulatory Scoring System

some behaviors included

may need

to

be refined.

in the Infant

A distinction between

behaviors that reflect a focused
involvement with objects and those that
are
akin to averting could be

made

explicit.

Scanning could be subdivided so

that

scans less than two seconds would
reflect transitions between objects,
and

longer scans would reflect the infants'
inability

to

focus on objects for any

length of time. Finally, Distress Indicators
could be renamed, "Overload
Indicators"(or something else), assuming
that these behaviors indicate that
the infants' are overstimulated or overly
aroused.

The present study suggests
relation

between

would be

several directions for future

infants" facial expressions

interesting to determine whether

work on

the

and behavior. For instance,

it

male and female infants display

similar affective/behavioral expressive patterns. Since infants' facial

expressions and behaviors form organized patterns that reflect their
evaluation of situations and their underlying emotional
infants

would be expected

to

show

state,

similar patterns, although the frequency

with which facial expressions and behaviors are expressed
Similarly,

it

would be

male and female

interesting to determine

may

vary.

whether these expressive

patterns remain similar or change as a function of situation and as a function

of age. In both cases,

it

would be expected

that facial expressions

and

behavior would form organized patterns reflecting general adaptive
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functions, even though the
frequency and type of these
displays
It

would

infants'

also be valuable to

examine

in

more

may

change.

detail the function of the

emotional expressions. The Mutual
Regulation Model proposes

that

the infants' affective and
behavioral displays are communicative
signals.

These expressive behaviors, however,
are communications only
caregiver interprets them as such.
affective

To determine what

if

the

role the infants-

and behavioral expressions play and
whether they guide a

caregiver's behavior,

it is

necessary to explore caregivers' responses
to these

displays. In this way, the social/communicative
nature of emotional

expressions can be elucidated.
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APPENDIX A

THE INFANT REGULATORY SCORING SYSTEM
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OTHER -DrRFCTFD RFOTTT atORY rfravtopq
SIGNAL: X. The infant

acts in a

mother's behavior,

by eyebrow

e.g.,

SIGNAL MOD AT TTY The
:

F.

V.

functions to elicit or modify the

flashes, vocalizations, or
gestures.

modalities used by the infant to
signal the mother.

EYEBROW F LASH; The
upward

way which

flash of his

infant signals the

eyebrows

VOCALTZATTON The

as in a greeting.

infant signals to the

:

mother by giving an

mother with a

vocalization.

NEUTR AT /POSTTTVF The

VI.

vocalization

:

G.

V2.

FUSSY: The vocalization

V3.

CRYING The
:

GESTURE The

is

vocalization

neutral to positive.

fussy.
is

crying.

infant signals to the

:

is

mother by gesturing with arms

or legs.
Gl. PICK-ME-UP

:

The

infant holds out his

arms

to the

mother

to

be

picked up.

OTHER: The

G2.

infant

moves

his

arms and/or legs

fashion in the general direction of the mother,

in

an organized

e.g.,

by

reaching, waving, clapping, banging his arms, or kicking his
legs.

SOCIAL ENG AGEMENT The
:

El.

BRIEF SOCIAL ATTEND
than

E2.

infant engages the mother.

.5

:

The

:

.5

mother

for less

seconds. Scored as accompanying a nonsocial behavior.

FULL SOCIAL ATTEND The
than

infant attends to the

infant attends to the

seconds.
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mother for more

OBJECT engageme nt;; Tne
Rl.

SCAN:

^

infant engages an object.

infant looks at something
other than the

mother without

focusing on any object for
2 seconds or more.
R2.

DISTALOBJE^T^TTEND: For 2 seconds
focus on an object that

is

or

more

the infant fixes his

unidenttfiable because of the
angle of the

camera.
R3.

PROXIMAL OBTFCT ATTEND: The

infant focuses

on an

object, e.g.,

the strap of the chair, for 2
seconds or more.

R4

-

PROXIMAL OBTF.CT ATTFMn wrrH MANTPT

IT

attom- The

focuses on and manipulates an object
for 2 seconds or more.
R5.

UNTOCUSED GAZE/EYES SHUT: The

eyes arc closed or

infant's

unfocused.

SELF-DIRECTED REGULATORY BEHAVIORS

SELF-COMFORTTNG The
:

infant uses his

body

to

provide self-comfortin*

stimulation.
CI.

ORAL-SELF The
:

C2.

ORAL-OTHER The
:

e.g., the strap

C3.

infant sucks

infant sucks

SELF-CLASP: The infant clasps

ROCK: The

DISTANCING: The

his

body,

e.g.,

thumb

sucking.

on something other than

his body,

of the chair.

arms around himself
C4.

on

his

hands together or wraps his

in a self-hug.

infant rocks

back and forth or side

to side.

infant attempts to increase his perceptual or physical

distance from the mother without engaging an object.
Dl.

GET AWAY The
:

infant tries to get

away from

turning, twisting, or arching his body.
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the

mother by

D2.

PUSHAWAY:

infant attempts to push
his

mother away from

him.
D3.

SCREEN Oi it The
:

infant screens his eyes
with his

hands while

attending to the mother.

INHIBITION

:

The

infant inhibits his motor,
perceptual, and/or attentional

processes to minimize his engagement
with his mother and the surround
Ql.

MOTOR INHIBITION The infant gives up postural
control
:

fails to

Q2.

and thus

support himself.

PERCEPT!

T

AT,

TNHTRTTTON: The infant inhibits his
perceptual

apparatus as evidenced in "looking dull",
or "glassy eyed". The
infant falls asleep.

DISTRESS TNDTCATORS

:

The

infant exhibits behaviors that indicate
distress

such as spitting up, hiccuping, heavy breathing,
sighing, mouthing,
tongueing, and/or drooling.
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APPENDIX B

A SYSTEM FOR IDENTIFYING AFFECT
EXPRESSIONS BY HOLISTIC JUDGEMENTS
(AFFEX)
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EMOTIONS The emotions

displayed on the infant's

:

EJ

Joy

SA

Surprise

IE

Interest

SD

Sadness

AR

Anger

FT

Fear

DR

Disgust

DP

Distress

CS

Contempt

SH

Shame/guilt/shyness

faice.

CODING QUALIFIERS

NC

Noncodable

:

The

scored by the

OB

than

.5

:

is

displaying an emotion which

is

not

AFFEX system.

Obscure: The
Asterisk

infant

infant's face is not visible.

Hiccups and sneezes, and emotional displays

that last less

seconds.

INTENSITY RATING: The

intensity of the emotions displayed

on the

face.
0.
1.

Low

Intensity:

The

Moderate Intensity

:

infant displays

The

low affective

intensity.

infant displays moderate affective

intensity.
2.

High

Intensity

:

The

infant displays high affective intensity.
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infant's

J^u^^

Verbal Descrip tions "f

Expressions of Interest. Tnv

^H n eS

Forehead/Eyebrows/
Nasal Root

Eye/Nose/Cheeks

s.

and Ana.r

Mouth/Lips/Chin

Interest

1

brows

raised,

normal

shape; bulging or
thickening of fore-

head or long

trans-

verse furrows; nasal
root narrowed

2 brows drawn together;

and possibly

downward;
bulge between brows
slightly

enlarged, widened, roundish
appearance of eye region

(upper eye furrow

may

brows

relaxed

be

visible); tissue

between
upper lip and brow stretched
but upper eyelids not raised
eyes narrowed or squinted;
lateral part of the brow
may be lowered and cheeks

mouth opened,

raised

gum

or verticle furrows
3 forehead smooth;

mouth opened,

relaxed, tongue

forward (beyond
line),

may

be moving
eyes normally open

lips

cheeks raised

mouth

pursed

in resting

position

closed,

relaxed

Joy
1

forehead smooth

cheeks raised; furrow below
may be visible

eyes
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comers of mouth
drawn back and
up

Forehead/Eyebrows/
Nasal Root

Eye/Nose/Cheeks

Mouth/Lips/Chin

Sadness

1

inner corners of

brow

raised; triangular

raised lower lid and

cheeks

shape of skin under
inner corners of brow

2 bulge or verticle
wrinkles between

eyes squinted

mouth
drawn downward,
outward, mouth
opened or closed
center of lower

lip

pushed upward by
chin muscle

inner corners of

brow
3

corners of

upper eyelid pulled
up at inner corner

furrows from nose
to

mouth comers

(nasolabial fold)

lengthened

4

ii

shape

may be formed

by verticle wrinkles
between brows and
short horizontal wrinkles
across brow (not usually

seen in infants and

young children)

Anger
1

brows drawn sharply
downward and together

2 bulge or verticle
wrinkles between brows

eyes squinted

rectangular or

squarish

eyes narrowed by
lowering of brow
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mouth

wide open, tense

mouth

Forehead/Eyebrows/
Nasal Root

Mouth/Lips/Chin

Anger fConrimiprn
3 nasal root broadened,

bulged

cheeks raised

older children and
adults

mouth

may show
closed, lips

pressed together
tightly, teeth

clenched
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APPENDIX C

MATERNAL INTERVIEW AND INFANT

MOOD QUESTIONNAIRE
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Part

Maternal Interview

I:

SubJ ect

#:

Date:

Current Address:

How old are you?
What

is

your birthdate?

How old is the infant's father?
What

his birthdate?

is

Infant's

name:

Infant's birthdate:

Infant's sex:

Do you have

M

F

any other children?

Sex:

M

F

Birthdate:

Sex:

M

F

Birthdate:

Sex:

M

F

Birthdate:

Yes
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No

Sex:

M

F

Birthdate:

Marital Status

1.

Single

2.

-

Married

Living Arrangements

Who are

Education

What

is

Divorced

4.

Separated

:

you presently

Religious Affiliation

3.

living with?

:

:

your level of education?

(High-school, College, Ma., Ph.D., Other)

What

is

your husband/boyfriend's

level of education?

Employment

:

Do you have a job?

Yes

Are you working

1

What do you do?

95

No

.

Full-time

2.

Part-time

3.

Volunteer

5.

Widowed

Does your husband/boyfriend
have a job?

Is

Yes

he working

No

L.

Full-time

2.

Part-time

3.

Volunteer

What does he do?

Health

:

Do you have any health problems?

Does your husband/boyfriend have any health problems?

Does your

Do any

infant have any health problems?

of your other children have any health problems?
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How was

Were

your pregnancy?

there any birth complications?

Infant Caretnking

-

During the week who takes care of the
baby?

(Ask about day-care, family day-care,

relatives,

and babysitters

does not mention them)

Approximately how many hours
per

week do you

receive this

help?

What

Part

role does the infant's father play in caretaking?

II:

Infant

Mood

Did your infant wake up

at a

Yes

usual time today?
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No

if

the

mother

If no,

please explain.

Did he/she have

a typical

nights sleep?
If no, please explain.

When did

Before

we

your infant

start,

last eat?

do you think

your infant needs to be changed?

Do you think he/she needs

to eat?

APPENDIX D

ONE-WAY ANOVA TABLES
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TABLE D.l

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean

Proportions of the

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Object
Engagement

DF

SS

MS

F

P

634.0243
3378.1640
4012.1883

211.3414

1011.6745

.0000

16171
16174

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

.2089

TABLE D.2

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean

Proportions of the

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Social Engagement

DF

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

16171
16174

SS

130.7659
2274.8539
2405.6198

100

MS
43.5886
.1407

F

309.8536

P

.0000

TABLE D.3

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the Mean
Proportions of the
Behavior-Emotion Combinations within
Object Engagement/Signaling

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

DF

SS

16171
16174

64.6860
1252.0456
1316.7316

3

"Ivis

21.5620

F

278.4877

p

.0000

.0774

TABLE D.4

One-Way Analysis of Variance on the Mean Proportions of the
Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Social Engagement/Signaling

DF

SS

16171
16174

294.4287
2215.1425
2509.5712

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

101

MS
98.1429
.1370

F

716.4634

P

.0000

TABLE D.5

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions

of the Specific

behavior-Emotion Combinations within Full
Social Attend

DF

SS

MS

16171
16174

735.9159
3110.9599
3846.8758

245.3053
1924

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

1275.1152

.0000

TABLE D.6

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions

of the Specific

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Distal Object Attend

DF

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

16171
16174

SS

MS

.6212

.2071

623.2582
623.8794

.0385

102

F

5.3728

P~

.0011

TABLE D.7

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions

of the Specific

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Proximal
Object Attend

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

DF

SS

16171
16174

60.0198
2162.5397
2222.5595

3

MS
20.0066

F

149.6049

p

.0000

.1337

TABLE D.8

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the Mean Proportions of the Specific
Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Proximal Object Attend with

Manipulation

DF

SS

16171
16174

174.8870
2240.2660
2415.1530

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

103

MS
58.2957
.1385

F

420.7979

P

.0000

TABLE D.9

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean

Proportions of the Specific

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Scan

DF

SS

16171
16174

53.9768
2429.6154
2483.5922

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

MS
17.9923

119.7527

0000

.1502

TABLED. 10

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions

of the Specific

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Unfocused Gaze/Eyes Shut

DF

SS

16171
16174

27.8018
252.1765
279.9784

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

104

MS
9.2673
.0156

F

594.2704

P

.0000

TABLED. 11

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the Mean Proportions
of the Specific
Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Neutral/Positive
Vocalization

~DF

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

16171
16174

MS~

SS

169.8512
1453.8807
1623.7319

56.6171
.0899

~F
629.7317

P~

0000

TABLED. 12

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions

of the Specific

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Fussy Vocalization

DF

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

16171
16174

~SS

165.5308
812.8268
978.3576

105

MS
55.1769
.0503

F

p"

1097.7321

.0000

TABLED. 13

-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions

of the Specifi

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Crying

DF

SS

16171
16174

41.3310
290.5642
331.8951

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

MS
13.7770
.0180

F

766.7424

P

.0000

TABLE D.14

One -Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions

of the Specific

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Pick-Me-Up

DF

SS

16171
16174

4.6975
353.0208
357.7183

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

106

MS
1.5658
.0218

F

71.7269

P

.0000

TABLE D.15

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions

of the Specific

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Other
Gestures

DF

SS

16171
16174

83.5970
2288.7589
2372.3559

Source

BetweenGroups
Within Groups
Total

3

MS
27.8657

196.8821

.0000

1415

TABLE D.16

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions

of the Specific

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Oral-Self

DF

Source

BetweenGroups

3

Within Groups

16171
16174

Total

SS

MS

1.0824

.3608

519.9564
521.0389

.0322

107

11.2216

.0000

TABLED. 17

-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions

of the Specifi

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Oral-Other

DF

SS

MS

F

P

7.5475
656.6759
664.2234

2.5158
.0406

61.9541

.0000

16171
16174

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

TABLED. 18

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions of the
Away

Specific

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Get

DF

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

16171
16174

SS

MS

F

P

15.2155
306.1333
321.3487

5.0718
.0189

267.9110

.0000

108

TABLE D.19

One-Way

Analysis of Variance on the

Mean Proportions

of the Specific

Behavior-Emotion Combinations within Distress
Indicators

DF

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3

16171
16174

SS

MS

.4225

.1408

465.3333
465.7558

.0288

109

4 8937

0022
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